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In this week's issue: Warner reshuffles frontline posts; 
Live Aid DVD Aies off the racks. Plus: the charts in fuil 
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Radio I believe in you A' listed at Radio 1, Radio 2 and Capital FM Radio 2 album of the week 15.11 Radio 2 album show 22,11 Heart breakfast show 7.12 Capital breakfast show 8.12 Radio 2 Steve Wright show 8.12 Major ILR interviews 
TV The new single 1 believe in you' is playlisted at MTV dance, MTV hits, TMF, VH1, the BOX, KISS TV, Q and HITS, Appearing and performing on the following: Ant and Dec show 6,11 Top of the pops 12,11 Top of the pops Saturday 13.11 Children in need 19.11 Top of the pops Saturday 20.11 Smash Hits poil winners parly 21.11 Des and Mel 22.11 CD:UK 4.12 Record of the year 4.12 Des and Mel 7,12 CD:UK 11,12 Top of the pops Saturday 11,12 T4 spécial 12.12 Christmas day top of the pops 25,12 

Press Covers confirmed in: GQ Sunday times style Sunday magazine | News of the world | Music week - supplément to run 22nd November Asda magazine 13 million copies | 
Outdoor Major pre-awareness campaign to run from November 16th National 48 sheet campaign Underground campaign 

National advertising in 'Bridget Jones - the edge of reason' 

Heavyweight tv spend from launch through to Christmas 

Nov 22 - 2xCD/DVD 

Cinéma 

TV advertising 

-®. , www,kylie.com Parlophone 
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The new single I believe in you is released on the 6th December 



Inside: Terra KT Tunstall Hot Chip Live Aid Chemical Brothers 

/ Emmem on the 
fast track 

online leaks, Encore entered a head-to-head race last Friday with fellow new releases Britney Spears' Greatest Hits and Westlife's Allow Us To Be Frank. Howcver, sales did not live up to the early optimism of some retailers. On the basis of its experience last Friday, after less than one full day's sales, HMV was projecting total two-day sales of more than 200,000 copies across 

ail retailers, while indies were also reporting heavy traffic. "It has doue even better than I anticipated," says Richard Wlnte of Chalky's in Banbury. Polydor Joint managing director David Joseph credited his marketing, sales and distribution teams for powering the resuit at a week's notice. "l'm proud of what everyone has achieved in the past seven 

days," said Joseph last Friday. "You plan everything and it is nice when you get tins kind of challenge." Meanwhile, EIVH Music Publishing is celebrating a new international nghts agreement with Eminem's 8 Mile Style Music, having exploited the 8 Mile soundtrack two years ago. The deal covers the Encore album. m The Market, p33 

Live Aid breaks 
sales records 
Live Aid DVD fliesoffthe 
rackstobecomethefastest- selling title to date, while 
organiserseyebiggest- selling trophy p3 
Sony BMG marks 
Elvisanniversary 
The King'slDUKnumber one 
singles are tobere-released 
week-by-weekfrom 
January3,starting with 
Jailhouse Rock p6 
MW celebrates 
Cure landmark 
As The Cure mark their25th 
year with a deluxe reissue of 
their 1979 début album, 
MW covers the band's 
careertodate pl6 
This week's Number 1s 
ASbussis: Eiîiisîem 
Singles: U2 
AirpSay: Lemar 
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Eminem's Encore album claimed the number one spot yesterday (Sunday) with sales of 122,000 after just two days in stores. Having been moved forward by Polydor from its original release date of today (Monday) after 

Korda Marshall's tnove to control Warner Bros allows Max Lousada to take Atlantic hot seat 

Major shuffles frontline 

by Martin Talbot Korda Marshall and Max Lousada will attempt to spread some inde- pendent spirit across Warner UK after being put in charge of the company's two frontline labels. Marshall has taken over as managing director of Warner Bros, moving across from Atlantic where his former A&R director Max Lousada has stepped up to managing director. The pair will report to Nick Phillips, whose reshuflle résolves a management 

vacancy which has existed since last May. The success of labels is based on the music that it makes," says Phillips. "We didn't want to have a marketing pcrson running the label. This is the perfect scénario because both Korda and Max are A&R people." Both Lousada and Marshall hope to confirm new signings over the coming weeks, as they look to refresh and rebuild their rosters respectively. Lousada says he intends to continue evolving Atlantic along similar lines to those pursued since he and Mar- 

shall arrived at the label in May last year, but says he is keen to impose his own personality on the Company. "1 want to build AUantic Irom what Korda and 1 have developed, into my own stylo, and get my iden- 
about being the biggest "ont and that is starting to . reality, with both of us being put into this position, with Nick's support." Marshall says the two execu- tives will be abte to inject the "entrepreneurial spirit" which been al:" 

the independent sector into 
Music UK opération. Marshall says his first job at Warner Bros will be to install an A&R team, which has been miss- ing from the company for more One of his first appointments is Neil Ridley, who joins as A&R manager from BMG, 

The Infections name and logo will move across from Atlantic, along with Ash, Garbage and Musc, three acts which Marshall first signed in their earliest years. 

Marshall, who only takes on the Warner Bros rôle today (Monday), has already acted quickly to find a new Kensington headquarteis for the company and hopes to move by the beginning of January. He says he is keen to bring his company doser to Atlantic's offices just off Kensington High Street and the Warner Music HQ in Kensington Church Street. The two companies will be looking to work together on developing shared functions covering various areas of digital, mobile and "later- al marketing," he says. martin@inus:  
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@ There is a real need for a showcase for 
the UK's contribution to the globe's 
musical héritage' - Editorial, pl4 

Your guide to the latest news from the music industry 
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News 

News ediled by Paui Williams 

Stores gearing up for rush on MP3 players for Christmas 

ig that portable fully establisli 
EîSdSrEl 

After breaking the fastest-selling barrier, organisers are eyeing the biggest-selling record 

Live Aid DVD breaks sales record 

by Robert Ashton The 20th anniversary Band Aid 

dent last week that Live Aid would 
aa 1S oeing sei once agam, ne says. tne pair are aiso snooung an nour- Murray adds that the new CD, long exclusive documentaiy on the 

Wth^Bancf Aid 20,s version "iiï ; 

ith 27,969 DVD copies in 
due on both the CD DVD, more than £250,000 which was destined for the taxman from the Live Aid DVD sales has already been diverted to the charity coffers. Live Aid set a 

empt fate", he believes that, in addition to having the fastest-sell- ing first week of sale, Live Aid 
ts first week and has sold around 

1, sellinj y n.oc 

"Music DVD seems to be more place in the gifting process so it is y become one of the the right time with Christmas com- DVD sellers of ail ing up," says Still. "1 don't think 1 would ever have done justice ve Aid that DVD can provide 
With the new recording also spected to become one of the iggest internet downloads to date, lurray says online plans are high- 

then make the single available as a DRM-protected preview accessible through programmers' desktops. Meanwhile, Woolworths and Virgin have become the first retail- ers to announce they will donate ail their profits from the 2004 single remake to the Band Aid TVust. 

THE MW PLAYLIST 

Q 
THE BRAVERY The Bravery EP (Loog) 

KT TUNSTALL NIRVANA Other Side Of With The Lîghts The World Out (Geffen) 
iiMt THE DARKNESS Get Your Hands Off My Woman... 



Vodafone is first to new market following 3G roll-out 
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Live sector to crack down on eBay 
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New commission on cards for C4 

Hall of Famé event 

peakson highnote 

Artist manager launches label 

with financial backing from 19 

Tyler James, is launching his own 

unveiled as winnere of the public showright fiLtefore thinw'ng of 

been made to recommission the George Martin and Rita Marley sériés, Initial chief executive Mal- picked up awards for Elvis Pres- colm Gerrie says he is confident ley, Tlie Beatles and Bob Marley 

Channel 4 head of scheduling attended, while Sir Cliff sent a for T4 and 4Music Jules Oldrovd video message, also says she is pleased with the In receiving her award as a 
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Company marks King's 70th birthday with novel set 

Sony BMG is set to 

box dever with Elvis 

by Martin Talbot Elvis Presley is poised to set new records for the UK singles market next year as the resuit of a ground- breaking reissues campaign planned by Sony BMG. The company is preparing to release ail of the singer's 18 UK number one singles week-by-week from January in a campaign thaï should net the King a new rhart hit everv week for 17 weeks. 
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midemQ The world's music market - 39th édition Vai_iJ . 

Only at Nlidem can you live, breathe, buy and sell 
music to 9,000 music professionals from ail around 
the world. 
No matter what the genre or format, this is where ail 
the key décision makers corne to meet, talk and forge 
new business deals almost non-stop for five full days. 
So you can discover new indie productions, licence 
your latest repertoire or place your artists in films, 
video games or mobile and online services - ail at the 
same place. Only at Midem. 
If it's got anything to do with the business of music, 
you'll find it at Midem 2005. 

Why wait? 
Save 150€ on the regular participation* fee 
by signing up now. But hurry - our early bird rate 
is only valid until 21 December 2004. 
British companies wishing to exhibit may also qualify 
for a UKTrade & Investment subsidy, if booked in time. 
Register online today www.midem.com 
or contact Javier Lopez on 
tel; +44 [0]20 7528 0086 email: javier.topez@reedmidem.com 
• participation without a stand 

C2 Reed HIDEN ^ A member of Reed Exhibitions 

23-27 January, 2005 • MidemNet [Music & Technology Forum] 22 January 
Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France • www.midem.com 
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As the international music industry préparés to 
gather in Stockholm for Sweden's Access AH Areas 
event, Sonia So/toni finds the country's scene buoyant 

Swedes set 

for northern 

exposure 

But while the song which won Abba the top prize at the 1974 Eurovision Song Contest her- alded the beginning of a new era for mélodie pop frora Sweden, the Scandinavian powerhouse lias moved to a différent level in the three décades since then. Since those days, Roxette in the Eighties, and Ace of Base and The Cardigans in the Nineties have reaped international success. Today, a broad range of acts including The Hives, The Concrètes, The Soundtrack Of Our Lives, The Whyte Seeds, Alcazar, The Knife, and Jens Lek- man are ail proud ambassadors of their country's ability to breed talent. As Eddie Ruffett at Globe Records/Universal UK, which has signed Swedish singer-song- writer Usa Miskovsky, underlines, it is not just the quality, but also the quantity, of the produc- tion that is remarkable. "Ten years ago, there were one or two big acts like Ace Of Base every couple of years; now there are great new acts every month," he says. "There is no uphill battle to convince the industry and the média that Swedish music is thriving." But, while Swedish acts are arguably cooler than they have ever been, sales in the market itself are declining by 15% year-on-year. While Dcnmark and Finland remain strong markets right now, Sweden and neighbouring Norway are feeling the market slump, and industry play- ers note that Sweden is the worst-affected Scan- dinavian market in the général recession. IFPI Sweden's chairman Dag Hâggquist, says, "The growth of a very substantial and healthy local production hasn't been sufficient to com- pensate for the loss of international products." He blâmes the increase on home copying and physical piracy, the limited opportunity to pro- mote new acts on TV and, more specifically, the absence of a strong légal download service. "We're tired of complaining about illégal downloading without offering alternatives," he says. "The local providers don't have any of the major international acts to offer to the download market," Ludwig Werner, Bonnier Amigo Music Group président and CEO, shares this eoncern, "It is very odd that Sweden, which is the country with the most broadband and mobile connec- 

tions in the world, is still waiting for a global download System." With launches planned for next year, Werner is optimistic that decreasing sales do not reflect a lack of interest in music. "The good attendance at concerts and the high rates of downloads prove that there is no décliné in interest With the help of a download engine, we will reach the targeted audience," he says. Jndeed, if it needed confirming, last year's launch ofthe IFPI/GLF's Music DVD campaign, in collaboration with retailers, demonstrated that Swedish consumers retain a voracious appetite for music. The campaign, which took place for the second time in September, targeted consumers who do not regularly buy music DVDs through discounts. For that month, sales of music DVD grew by 51% in units and almost 30% in value compared with last year's figures. Some independent labels, including Mariann Grammofon, S56 Recordings and Diesel Music have done particularly well, IFPIs Hâggquist says. EMI dominâtes the market with 24% of market share; but Playground Music and Bon- nier Amigo have increased their market share the latter to 11%. Moreover, industry players emphasise the cur- rent vitality of local repertoire. Singer Elin Lanto, signed to Rodeo Records/Warner Swe- den, currently tops the charts with lier début single I Won't Cry. Ola Hakansson, the founder and managing director of Stockholm Records, says that Lanto's success is encouraging. "She was completely unknown and hasn't appeared on télévision," he says. "People don't think you can make it with a simple song; I Won't Cry is a very simple song, just a great song." Other solo female arlists to emerge in recent years include: Eisa Miskovsky. signed to Hakansson's label; Marit Bergman at BMG, who has been voted as best female artist by Swedish national radio and nominated four times for the Swedish Grammis awards; and Ana Johnsson signed to Bonnier Amigo. Her single, We Are' from the Spiderman 2 soundtrack, made itto thé UK Top 10 this sommer, selling 200,000 copies the soundtrack album more than 1m. John Cloud, head of label and international at Playground Music, welcomes the trend towards singer-songwriters. "The quality never stops and success breeds more success," he says. "There is also a new pop and rock scene brought on by the 
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The Swede 
smmI of 
success 
Bergman Rock Established rock bond switchintj from Swedish to 
Having sold gold albums for more than 10 years, the band Bob Hund decided to release their first album in English under the name of Bergman Rock in 2003. The six members had been touring the country for a decade, won awards and gamed huge public and critical acclaim. Indeed, Graham Coxon claimed that he was 

learning Swedish to be able to understand the band's lead singer and songwriter, Thomas Ôberg and even performed a Bob Hund track in Swedish at a show in Stockholm earlier this month. "The change of name was a challenge they set to themselves to start over and to shake things up," says Eva Wilke, managing director of their record company, Silence Records. "They have been so influential in Sweden that it is difficult not to hear that young bands have been inspired by them," she adds. With a sound remlniscent of Pixies and Roxy Music, Bergman Rock's self-titled album was eagerly awaited ahead of its release last Christmas. But if It only sold 12,000 copies, 

There 
are great new acts emerging every 
month Eddie Ruffett, Glolie Records/ Vniversal UK 

influence of the Eighties." Cloud cites Strip Music, Zandra, CDOASS, the Ark, Teddybears Sthlm and José Gonzales as examples of recent breakthrough acts. Cloud signed Finnish band The Rasmus and notes it took five months before they broke through. Over the years, there have many théories for the Swedish business's ability to punch above its weight internationally - remarkably, this tiny market is the world's third biggest in ternis of music exports, after only the UK and the US - most notably its strong tradition for music édu- cation from a young âge and a still-strong me odirco.-.ciKmv,. 0 mélodie sensibility. Many also point to the vibrant Swedish live scene as a fiirther advantage in the artists' ven- mes, both at home and abroad. The cquntrys 
Hnf $"?nning youth-oriented music festival, ultsfred, which started in 1986, attracts almost 
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with Sweden and Norway among the least réceptive Scandinavian markets, it was more posltively received in Denmark. Silence Records is placing high hopes on this year's AAA event, where the band will be showcased in the hope of finding faveur with an 
Melody Club Up-uncl-comintj indie rétro pop 
The dandy image of the f ive members of Melody Chib's may evoke the likes of Scissors Sisters and The Killers but tlieir manager, Per Kivman at Versity Music, insists that they were surfing on the late- Eighties wave before otlier bands were inspired by the glitz. "I picked up that they 
30,000 people each June. Promoted by the non- profit organisation Rockparty, il bas provided an early platform for bands sucb as The Hives, The Cardigans and Backyard Babies in the past. Founded in 2002, the Popaganda free festival takes place in May and its attendance lias grown from 23,000 to 40,000 people in three years. While Bergman Rock, CDOASS and Marit Bergman played this year, José Gonzales, Loop- troop, Moneybrother, The Concrètes, The Whyte Seeds, Mando Diao and Melody Club have used Popaganda as a springboard to a wider audience. One of the festival's organisers, Niklas Jons- son, says that the live scene is mostly confined to the three big cities, Stockholm - where the Globe Arena International can host 12,000 peo- ple, and other popular live venues include Debaser, Mondo and Fritz's Corner - Malmo and 

had a style and a look that no other band had," he says. Tlieir first breakthrough came when they toured with Swedish band Kent in 2001. Their début album, Music Machine, released the following year on Virgin, was an immédiate favourite with P3,the Swedish équivalent of Radio One. It went gold and the hit single Electric is set to be released in the UK by the end of the year, through Absolute Records, and plugged by Anglo. Three small London- circuit tours are also planned and Kivman lias further ambitions for them in the Italian and Spanish markets. "People of ail âges can relate to their music," Charlie Âberg, promotion manager at EMI Music Sweden, remarks. Unlike The Hives, who are 

famous for dressing identically, Melody Club's members have developed their indivîdual style. Led by the c 

tuned in to the Eighties Sound and style, Àberg says. The record company wants to extend the audience to a more mature, less urban, audience in Sweden and abroad. 
Lisa Miskovsky Solo sii er-songwriter 
When Lisa Miskovsky's album, Fallingwater, is released in the UK during the first quarter of 2005, Eddie Ruffett at Globe Records/ Universal is convinced the 29-year old photogenic platinum-artist will seduce the 

English audience. "She is perfect for Radio Two, as she will appeal to a more mature and sophisticated audience," Ruffett says. A national 
UK is also planned. He has reason to be positive, as when the single, Lady Stardust, was presented as a teaser earlier this year at Universal's sales conférence, the initial reaction from retailers was encouraging. Multi-talented Miskovsky, who can play the guitar and the keyboard, is also a famous snowboarder in Sweden and a rôle model for young girls, for whom she wrote a book, How Dare You Lisa, wliich sold 10,000 copies. David Mortimer-Hawkins, A&R for lier home label Stockholm Records, which 

counts The Cardigans among its stable, enthuses about Miskovsky's talent as a vocalist and a lyricist. "She's the best voice l've heard in âges. She has a natural ease performing lier songs and a smart way of writing mélodies," he says. Her persona and mix of energetic rock and soft pop ballads mean she is weli placed to connect with the 18-25- year-old audience. Fallingwater was written in collaboration with singer-songwriter Joakim Berg, from Kent, who also produced the album. 
no doubt about the singer's détermination to succeed in the UK. "She will make sure it will happen, 
stubborn." 

Gotbenburg. "However, cities in the north of Sweden have problems getting gigs due to high travel costs and less potential in audience - it's a divided country in ternis of the live shows." The past year has been a good one for Sweden on the international scene, with continuing suc- cess stories including The Hives, Sahara Hot Nights and The Soundtrack Of Our Lives. But agent Jim Morewood, who works at EMA Tel- star exporting Scandinavian artists such as The Rasmus and Melody Club, says it is not ail plain sailing on the international stage. "The problem is the lack of managers with global vision," he says. "Artists get signed by Scandinavian labels for Scandinavia only. The deals do not include tour support for touring oulside Scandinavia, so the artists can rarely afl'ord to do that unless they get help from an interested label or licensee. It's a vicious circle." 

Sweden is so keen on expoftincj music becausewe are a small country 

One opportunity for Swedish artists looking for international attention arrives in the form of Access Ail Areas (AAA), which takes place in Stockholm on November 24 and 25. Launched last year as a joint initiative between the British Council Sweden and ExMS to promote indie rock and pop music and attended by 1,700 peo- ple, the event helped The Concrètes get a deal with the Licking Fingers label, Some 180, most unsigned, acts, sent démos ahead of this year's event, which will showcase 26 bands from Sweden, the UK, France and Bel- gium and attract 2,000 delegates. AAA event manager, Phil Hopkin highlights The Tiny, Cicera, Weeping Willows, The Dandelions and Bergman Rock among this year's tips. Given Sweden's track record on the interna- tional stage, they are names which may well be worth comraitting to memory. 
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Philip', cfcmomtrates and Sony foflow 

Since the Sony Walkman burst on to the scene, the market for portable music players bas 
exploded, boosted by the IPod. Ac/am l/i/ooc/s looks at how the sector is planning panel 

Small gadgets 

getabighand 

On the Northern line of the London Under- ground, a man îs playing songs to his baby through headphones plugged into an MP3 phone; the Evening Standard billboards above ground announce that we will soon be able to buy Lottery tickets through our mobiles; and on Tottenham Court Road, the signs in the Win- dows of the electronics stores proclaim that they do indeed have the iPod Mini in stock. Ail this begs the question - what did we do for enter- lainment before we had personal devices? And, how much more is still to corne? When the fïrst Walkman model was intro- duced in July 1979, early Sony forecasts modest- ly estimated sales at 5,000 units per month, to the great scepticism of onlookers. But just two months later, the Japanese market was snapping up 10 times that number. Few have underestimated the appeal of pock- et-sized hardware in the intervening 25 years, culminating in the avalanche of personal music players which are now landing in the pre-Christ- mas market with a view to riding the coat-tails of the iPod. According to a study released in Sep- tember by IDC, the Worldwide market for MP3 players will hit $58bn (,£32bn) by 2008. Cerlainly, there are signs that the cuit of the portable music player has scarcely begun. Tech- nology forums are abuzz about Apple's 60GB iPod Photo with a colour screen. Meanwhile, Apple's hard-disk eompetitors are hoping they finally have the products to eut into the lead that the cigarette packet-sized white tabtet has enjoyed since ils launch, in its original 
Somebody is certainly going to do well, as IDC figures released in August claim that the World- wide MP3 player market in 2004 is likely to double in size compared with last year. The tech- nology rcsearch company recorded global hard- ware sales of 15.2m units in 2003, while its 2004 forecast suggesls this year's market will stand somewhere in the région 30.4m. Of those, 8.1m will be iPod-style hard-disk players - up from 2.7m the year before - but old- style flash players, with smaller memories and a much smaller pricc tag than the smallest iPod, continue to rule the roost, albeit by a shrinking margin. In the UK market, however, manufac- turers believe the split between genres of device is doser to 50:50. Increasingly, the portable music player mar- ket is reasonably well-charted by statistical research and hard figures, but in the wider fam- ily of portable music players, more imagination is called for if we are to predict which will suc- 

ceed and which will fail in the long term. Imagi- nation is what it is ail about on the wilder shores of a market which embraces everything from Oakley's new MP3 sunglasses to bone-conduc- tion devices, in development at UK company Feonic, which channel music through the wear- er's jaw or skull, filling their ears with music that is inaudible to anyone around them. In a more mainstream vein, a range of portable média centres or "video jukeboxes" from manufacturers such as Creative and Sam- sung, have the enthusiastic technological sup- port of Microsoft, which is gambling that the long-proven demand for portable music will extend seamlessly to video-on-the-move. "That is an embryonic market and there is lots of debate about the real usage of that type of technology, because music devices are reason- ably passive, while watching portable video is an active process," says Clive Hudson, managing director of Rio Europe, whose global parent occupies second place behind Apple in the portable player market Worldwide. Multimedia players such as Gizmondo and Sony's promised PlayStation portable are attempting to take on ail portable markets at once with staggeringly diverse functionality, encompassing the ability to 'X. P'ay 

"This game lias just started. In the end we are 
confident we will win" 

games, video and music. Gizmondo's manufacturer, Tiger Telemetrics, a producer of GPS Systems by trade, has signed a deal with Loudeye's OD2 to supply downloads for the device. And that is before we even arrive at mobile phones, which, at the top end of the market, are routinely pack- 

ing flash-based music technology. Smart phones such as the Sony Ericsson P900, the Siemens SXl and many 3G-enabled handsets ail boast the ability to store varying quantities of music. And, of course, Robbie Williams' hits package is soon to be released in a £30 chip, exclusively available through Carphone Warehouse, which can be played on a mobile phone. Meanwhile, in Japan in September, Samsung unveiled what it claims is the world's first phone with a hard drive. The SPH-V5400 has a one- inch, 1.5GB drive as well as a TV output, so while the phone may not have the memory to fonction meaningftilly as an all-purpose hard drive in the vein of a Microsoft Portable Media Player, it clearly has that kind of ambition. For now, the real market tension revolves around the challenge Apple faces in holding onto its crown in a covetous sector also populat- ed by well-regarded manufacturers such as Sony, iRiver, Creative Labs and Digital Arts' Rio brand. Apple is generally held to have around half of the worldwide MP3 player market, although given that the estimated size of the sector is vague, a market share is hard to pin down. Where figures are calculated by value, iPod scores highly, given its high price in comparison to the far cheaper Flash-based players; on shares which include only hard-drive players, iPod can be relied upon to take by far the largest share. In its company results, announced in mid- October, Apple declared worldwide iPod sales of 4.42m units in the financial year ending in Sep- tember - more than doubling the devices installed base to 8ni overall. , According to NPD Group, the iPod accounted 5.8% of ail units shipped in the US in the month of August - a figure k that rises to 92% if you only count hard-drive portables. Rio was the second-highest 
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brand, with 6.4% of tbe overall market, thanks to ils strength in the MP3 market, into which it was the first entrant, while iRiver was the third- biggest of MP3, with 5.6% of the market. No-one expects anythingbut iPod to claim the number one spot again this season, but Apple meets with little resentment among its competi- tors in the hard-disk market, simply because it has brought the kind of marketing cash of which its rivais could only dream. If they are honest, every one of the player manufacturées lining up this Christmas has to concédé that they would not be here were it not for Apple. "Three or four years ago, Apple brought out a great product, put a lot of money behind it and they have established theraselves very well," says John Moseley, Creative's marketing manager, UK & Ireland. "Apple deserves a great deal of récognition for how much it has grown the mar- ket, but this Christmas we will sec a really crédi- ble challenge to Apple's position." Apple's bigger rivais are equally complimenta- ry and rather more malevolent, suggesting iPod's tenure at the top of the tree is one it is unlikely to sustain - particularly given historical précédents in the home computer market "Apple did a great job with this product," Hideki Komiyama, président of Sony Electron- ics, told online technology newswire CNET News recently. "But this game has just started. It's the first inning of a nine-innings game and in the end we are confident we will win." The desirability of the iPod has famously been cemented, supply having been repeatedly out- stripped by demand. In Apple's case, the sticking point has been the availability of the hard drives, which it sources from Toshiba. Apple has not been the only one caught out by the demand for its highly sophisticated, labour- intensive product. Creative suffered similar diffi- culties last Christmas, although Moseley believes this year should see improved demand and, with luck, a better ability to cope with it. 

"Every bit of logic says converging 
devices are the solution to everybody's problems, butexactly howtbat 
will work is still barri to imagine" Jack Homcr, Fnilct 

"Last Christmas, we were caught out by the way the market took off" he says. "We don't want to be caught out in the same way again, but with- out a crystal bal! it is hard to tell how many play- ers we are going to need. "Managing production is a balancing act, but we have got a good relationship with our drive supplier, so we are as confident as we can be that we are going to have supply through Christmas." As the market grows, the hardware manufac- turers themselves anticipate that an increasingly important marketing route will be in forging alliances with digital music retailers, but they acknowledge that these services still have to wait for their time to corne. "It is more of a positioning and long-term statement of intent when you open a music serv- ice," says Clive Hudson at Rio. "It is certainly not a licence toprint money at the moment." While no-one needs to be told once again that Apple allegedly makes no money out of the iTunes Music Store, recent developments in the mobile-phone sector, of ail places, suggest the service could corne to stand for rather more than just the Trojan Horse most have it figured as. In July, the notoriously isolationist Apple agreed to license a customised version of its iTunes jukebox software to Motorola. The deal stands not only to give Apple an introduction into the budding mobile music market and potentially establish its Music Store as a revenue centre in its own right, but it also does so without cannibalising the sales of Apple iPods and iPod Minis. In the médium tenu, and certainly in the short term, the odds of music-enabled mobile phones posing a serious threat to the growth of the music player market are not yet seriously worth weighing up. The qualiiy of add-on players in most raulti- function devices is low in terms of features such as memory, functionality and battery life, at a time when standards in ail three of those caté- gories are being pushed forward in stand-alone players virtually every month. The belief of the portable hardware industry is that, for the immédiate future, audio players in phones might provoke compétition between phone manufacturers, but they are unlikely to force music fans into an awkward choice between a stand-alone player and a mobile. But Moseley says, "Someone who wants a music player will buy a music player and some- body who wants a mobile phone will buy a mobile phone." With most network operators on the brink of 3G roll-outs, the potential of phones as a vehicle for music can only increase, but both the net- work operators and their colleagues in the hand- set industry know they have yet to hit on the right formula. "Eveiy bit of logic says converging devices are the solution to everybody's problems, but exactly how that will work is still hard to imagine," says Jack Horner, joint managing director of music consultancy Frukt. "How much functionality do people use on the devices they already own, when you consider that most people who have mobile phones do precious little with them other than sending texts and occasionally using the diary function?" But then, who could have prcdicted the cul- tural and behavioural impact of the iPod? In view of the the speed at which portable music technology is advancing - and the energy with which handset and hardware specialists are probing the market - it would take a brave man to bel against the portable music market taking another quantum leap forward il fiiture. Christmas 2C 

Pocket rockets: 
wkatisavailable 
If the bite were perhaps just a little bigger, that famous logo of an Apple with a mouthful taken out of it could almost double as a venn diagram depicting the breakdown of the hard- disc Personal music player market. Since the launch of the IPod in 2001, the player lias had no shortage of rivais, but it is only relatively recently that its competitors have actually attempted to go head-to-head. Perhaps underestimating the extent to which the iPod's selling point is the absolute purity of its functionality, Apple's main rivais have so far concentrated on trying to build killer applications of their own onto their music players, from voice recording to FM radios to video playback features. Having failed to turn up anything that holds a candie to the consumer appeal of the IPod (whose U2 édition is pictured above), a remarkable number of hardware manufacturers are coming to market this Christmas with virtually indistinguishable players of their own, building on key iPod attributes such as unfussy design, a choice of colours, minimum weight and extreme portability. 
MINI MUSIC PLAYERS Effectively, the standalone Personal music player market will now be fought on three fronts, two of which Apple controls - and effectively defines. Steve Jobs has apparently only missed one trick so far in failing to add a cheap, relatively low-capacity flash player to Apple's product range, although the rumour mill has pencilled a flash iPod in for a launch into that market in the coming months. In the iPod Mini race, competitors include Creative's MuVo2, which also features an FM radio, and the newer, more focused Zen Micro - both of which offer 5GB of memory and a range of colours. Dell's recently launched Pocket DJ5 has the same-sized brain and can run for nine hours on a single charge, while Archos's Gmini XS200 aims to outgun the iPod Mini with a 20aB hard drive at the same US ($249) price point. UK détails are yet to trickle down. Rio Audio, a descendent of the formerly Diamond-owned company that developed the first MP3 player in 1999, began distributing its 5GB Rio Carbon in early Scptembcr. That same month, Europeau PC provider Packard Bell launched a 5GB hard-drive model of its own - the Pocket MiSestro - to add to its successful Flash players, and also added a 2.5G model for around £150, in the hope of finding a lucrative gap between the two markets. Tosliiba's F Sériés of Gigabeat hard-drive players arc expected to ship very soon, with 10GB, 20GB and 60GB models likely ta retail at around £200, £225 aud £325 rcspectively. 
FLASH LOOKS TO TAKE BITE OUT OF APPLE In the flash market, there is a prolifération of players and branding carrics less significance. Of the big-namc models, Sony's new flash-drive player, the Network Walkman NW-E75, sells at about £155. Rio - which offers Apple its closest compétition in digital music players with an estimated 11-12% of the UK market overall - is attacking the market this year with both hard- drive models and the latest versions of the Flash players it pioneered, including the Rio 
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Picture this: devices for video on the move 
Observers are quick to point ont to Apple that interfering with the iPod's perfect siinplicity by adding extra features could prove to be an own-goal, but that has not stopped the compétition from gambling on the power of the 

signiflcant premiur above a pure music player, particularly given the limited availability of légal, downloadable video content in 
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Pocket rockets: 
whatisavailable 
Forge, Rio Cali and Rio Chiba players, which are broadly designed with sport in mind and corne in at between 128MB and 512MB. Creative, too, unveiled its latest flash player recently - the MuVo Micro cames in 128MB. 256MB, 512MB and 1GB versions and a variety of colours, at a UK price yet to be specified. 
THE BIG MEMORY The compétition for the big-memory territory is rather less tierce, although Apple still has good reason to look over its shouldcr. Receiving positive reviews in direct conipetition to the grown-up 20GB and 40GB iPods are the 20GB Rio Karma (pictured), iRiver's /fP 
Sony's 20GB NW- \ 

The iRiver device \ has taken the top spot \ in certain comparative surveys in the PC press, but in ternis of nuiscle and portable player experience, many liold Sony, developer of the Walkman, the Discman and, less successfully, the MiniDisc, to be the kcy threat ta Apple's suprcmacy. The NW-HD1, Sony's "iPod killer" (pictured, below), which was imveiled in October, is a 20GB liard-disc jukebox with significantly longer battery life than the iPod, and Sony-patcnted shock protection, retailing from around £255 in the UK. While much is made of the interoperabiiity between platforms in the online music space, Apple and Sony are essentlally the corporate entities that offcr the biggest obstacle to the simultaneous growth of the hardware and download markcts. Apple's refusai to licensc its FairPlay ORM to anyone other than Hewlett-Packard in the stand-alonc player market is renowned, although the iPod does at least acccpt MP3s. At tins stage, the NW-H01 can only accept files in Sony's proprietary Atrac format, so Sony Conncct is the only service that sells compatible downloads, and | even plain old • H MPSsneed ■b| converting. 

Sony lias ptedged to remedy the situation with future modcls, but the currcnt situation is symptomatic of a market that remains of relatively little benefit to the music industry until a standard format is found. While almost ail other players nui WMA and MP3 files, making theni more or less compatible with a range of download stores, Apple holds the markct's most important card, both for online retailers and rival inanufacturers. "It is a closed shop in ternis of what Apple will do and who Apple will co-operate with," says Clive Hudson at Rio. At the moment, they arc probably doing the right thing in ternis of keeping it ail closed, but once the market starts cxploding, you may sec tlicm looking for interoperabiiity with other devices. "Otherwise, they will hâve a rerun of the wholc Mac/PC thing. They need ta know wlicn to change their minds." 
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iPod Photo infime 

The next génération of mobile phones are set to enhance music and video playback 

Mobiles ring the changes 
How seriously are retailers taking the emerging market for music-enabled phones this Christ- mas? Not as seriously. it would seera, as South Korean pop stars. Household names such as Um Jung-hwa and Kang Ta waved placards and shouted slogans a few months ago outside the Séoul headquarters of LG Telecom in protest at the mobile giant's latest MP3 phone, which they say will contribute further to the country's crip- pling piraey problem. Clearly, no network operator wants pop stars picketing its offices, but at this early stage of the game, most of them will no doubt take heart at the impression mobile music players have made or the Far East. Our domestic pop heroes need not start working on their placards just yet, but the arrivai of a full set of UK 3G networks from the major operators is nonetheless imminent. Vodafone made a raft of 3G announcements recently - and latmched 10 3G handsets in the UK and elsewhere last week, while T-Mobile is also gearing up for a 2004 3G launch. Orange, meanwhile, said it would be launch- ing commercial 3G services to customers in the UK and France before the end of the year, with additional handsets from Samsung, Sanyo, Nokia and Motorola. 02 is taking a less bullish approach while it takes its time over its con- sumer proposition, but it is fair to say that, bar- ring disasters, the UK will host a fully compéti- tive 3G phone market by next year. The only domestic case study so far was that of 3, which launched in 2002 and this summer was claiming 1.2m customers, having braved the chilly winds of the start-up market alone. 3 ofiers content from MTV alongside football clips, comedy and a variely of quietly lucrative adult services, but its key music service is its video-on-demand offering, which laui August with BMG on board. No other majors have yet taken the bail, but through a tie-up with VidZone, 3 has since added indies including Beggars Group and XL, V2, Ministry of Sound, Sanctuary and Domino, and says it is selling tens of thousand clips a month at £1.50 a time. "It has catapulted music into our top content catégories - it is up there with football and comedy," says 3 marketing director Graeme Oxby. Consequently, 3-branded phones are expected 

to top the best-seller lists in their category this Christmas. The LG8120, with a 32MB built-in flash memory, is currently t he best-selling of ail 3 s phones, but NEC phones such as the 19MB E228 and the fortheoming E338 are of some interest in musical ternis. Also in the 3 range, Motorola's E1000 is reported to rival the iPod in terms of its audio séparation, if not its capacity. Another high-profile music phone is the 02- backed Siemens SXl Digital Music Player, essential- 
ly a variant of the Siemens SXl phone which, with a 16MB memory and room for a further 256 MB on MMC cards, can play full MP3s using its inlegrated MP3 " player. The Orange- branded Sony Ericsson P900 smart phone, meanwhile, with 16MB of built-in storage, a free 32MB memory stick and a maximum memory of 128MB, is another to look out for. But to compare the musical capacity of even the leading edge of British mobile product with that of even a relatively basic stand-alone player is to overstate the degree of compétition which currently exists. While music may represent a key part of the future, the pre-3G mobile networks are far more interested in selling picture messaging and lim- ited video playback at this stage, with the resuit that music-enabled devices get hardly a look-in in the average mobile phone shop. For another, the most advanced commercially available music-enabled phone in the world - the Samsung SPH-V5400. unveiled in Japan in ' - offers less than one-third of the hard disk storage of an iPod Mini. While a 1.5GB hard drive in a mobile phone is an impressive step forward - Samsung is claiming a world first - it is hard to see a gap in the music gadget mar- ket at this stage for an item which underper- forms its nearest competitor at a considerably higher price. The phone launched in South Korea, naturally enough, at a price of roughly $800 (£445). But while there are no signs of similar prod- ucts arriving in the UK market for quite some time, the player does at least float the possibility of a future in which our two favourite Personal devices exist inside a single plastic Shell. With such a scénario in mind, there are signs that Apple has already earmarked the mobile 

their own versions of the service, apparently pit- ting Apple against virtually eveiyone else in the market once again. But if a Loudeye/Nokia joint venture faveurs the Apple-friendly AAC file format over a Win- dows Media équivalent, the situation may yet be avoided. Indeed, there is a good chance that it may do so, given that MPEG-4, of which AAC is an audio component, is the handset manufac- turers' format of choice for mobile video. It is certain that the unprotected MP3 format for which western phones are occasionally enabled 

will not survive the move into a serions commer- cial marketplace. If record labels have a mantra in their online dealings, it is "DRM". Elsewhere, as fonner 02 head of music Leslie Golding left his last post for a new job heading Siemens' new Music2You division, he revealed that users of the 02 Music service are download- ing an average of a track a week onto their 02 Digital Music Players. So, while the artists are not picketing the offices just yet, there now seems to be a base for music downloads, howev- er small. AU we are waiting for now are some serious handsets. 

channel a< et young consumers to iTunes, having licensed s ware to Motorola in July for a range of phones due to début in the first six months of next year. When the phones do launch, users will not ini- tially be able to download songs direct to phones, but will be required to beam them from their computer to their mobile over Bluetooth or via a USB port. The following month, Nokia announced its own tie-up with Loudeye to croate an all-pur- pose transactional platform for mobile music. The deal raises the clear possibility that other mobile brands will be able to buy in and brand 
Motorola's E398 mobile (riylit); MP3 playback 
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Robmsoii re-awakened alitheold passion for me Cure that was dormant m me; he reminded me wliy people love whatwedo 
so much 

The séminal goth band, who continue to fill stadiums around the world, mark their 25-year 
landmark with a sériés of deluxe reissues, starting with their début album. By JohnnyBlock 

The Cure mark 

25 years in style 

It was Sunday, July 16,1978, and Polydor Records A&R man Chris Pany was sitting at home leafing through the papers while listening to a demo tape. "I just heard the lyrie, 'Drip drip drip', and I thought, That's rather nice'. So I played the tape again," he says. The song, 10:15 Saturday Night, had been sent to him by The Cure, a young Crawley band who, despite having already had their fingers burned once courtesy ofashort-lîved contract with Hansa Records, were coming liack for more. The Hansa deal had floundered because the label wanted the band to record coyer versions including, according to legend, It Might As Well Rain Until September. "T was determined thaï we had to do our own songs," remembers Robert Smith, with évident distaste. Fortunately, it was Smith's songs that attracted Parry. Even more fortunately, Parry ably shrewd A&R ,n - he had already tried t< 

sign both The Sex Pistols and The Clash to Poly- dor. Undeten-ed when both of those were lured elsewhere, he hit paydirt by discovering The Jam and there is little doubt that The Cure also being a trio was a significant factor in their favour. "We met in a pub near Polydor, and he had bird-shit on his shoulder," laughs Smith. "We liked that because he was the first person we'd met in the music business who didn't take him- selftoo seriously." Parry was so convinced of The Cure's shining future that, instead of signing them to Polydor, he quit his highly paid job and started his own label. Fiction Records, in order to be able to work on them full-time. Just a month after releasing their début single, Killing An Arab, in December 1978, The Cure found themselves on the front cover of influential rock weetày Sounds and never looked back. Their first album, Thrce Imaginary Boys, fol- 

lowed early in 1979, along with second single Boys Don't Ciy, signalling the start of a 25-year career which bas seen The Cure - despite personnel changes and rock'n'roll dramas that would wipe out lesser bands - surge from strength to strength. selling more than 27m albums Worldwide without making concessions to the mainstream. To celebrate The Cure's first mémorable quarter century, Polydor is now set to release a Deluxe édi- tion of Three Imaginary Boys, much to the delight of the label's product manager Joe Black. "The original album was released in the saine week that I started a Saturday job in The Other Record Shop in Stirling," he recalk fondly. "So l've loyed this 
Black's personal love affair with the album has been intensified by the opportunity to work closely with Robert Smith on its historié re-issue. "The idea of Deluxe éditions," he explains, "is to take classic albums and transform them into his- 



toric documents by adding a CD of bonus tracks from the same period, plus memorabilia, previ- ously unseen photographs and detailed sleeve notes. Robert bas such an acute understanding of what Cure fans want tliat bis participation bas been invaluable." The album was re-mastered at Abbey Road by senior mastering engineer Chris Blair who reveals tbat working \vith Smith can présent its own little probleras. "I tend to start work al S.OOam which is, as near as I can make out, just about the time that Robert Smith goes to bed. As a resuit, this was the first project that IVe mas- lered enlirely by e-mail." The job was further complicated because Blair found himself working from source material that varied from good qualily studio masters of origi- nal album tracks to what he refers to as "cassettes of dubious quality" of rarities and démos. "Some- times Robert would transfer rare source tapes onto Pro-Tools, then send those to me on 24-bit DAT and l'd EQ and doctor them up here." Although The Cure were perceived at first as a punk band, it is obvious in retrospect that the songs on Three Imaginary Boys were far removed from the studied simplicity of punk and that The Cure were destined to be much more than part of apassingwave. By the time of their first hit single, A Forest, in 1980 the band s original bassist Michael Dempsey had departed, to be replaced by Simon Gallup, who has remained, through numerous line-up changes, The Cure's most constant member apart from Smith himself. Their second album, Seventeen Seconds (1980), was a more accomplished and consistent 

offering, but it took off in Europe before gaining a foothold at home. George McManus, Polydor's marketing head at the time, remembers Chris Parry resorting to desperate measures to overcome the difficulty of explaining The Cure to the company's Euro- pean executives. "Chris worked very hard on their behalf and TU never forget one interna- tional marketing conférence where he ended up doing a pogo dance in front of ail the European représentatives to get the idea of punk bands across to them. People forget how new and différent it ail was." Smith too acknowledges the part Parry played. 

"He got us touring abroad from the very early days, which made me realise that we didn't have to dépend entirely on Britain." This knowledge proved particularly comforting over the years on several occasions when, baffled by The Cure's fré- quent innovations and stylistic changes, the UR rock press turned against them. By the established standards of early Eighties music business logic, their third album, Faith, was an almost suicidai move. Here, from a band perched on the brink of potentially huge main- stream success, was an album of morbid, brood- ing introspection, where every despair-Iaden track was clearly designed to scrape hard against the fragile sensitivities of daytime radio airplay programmers like squeaky chalk on a blackboard. Nevertheless, The Cure's popularity was not only maintained but increased by Faith because their fans recognised and responded to the pas- sionate intensity of the music. "We got very little airplay in those days," says Robert, "except from John Peel. Our first Peel session was such a big deal, and when we played at the Reading Festival, even though we were very low on the bill, he invited us into his caravan and plied us with drink ail day." Smith was, however, fast approaching disaster. Mike Hedges, who worked with them first as engineer, then producer, on the first three albums, watched his détérioration at close quarters. "Robert was well brought uppoints out Hedges, "so he was always polite and personable as well as exciting to work with. But people under-estimate how hard he had to work back then. He was writ- ing the songs and making the décisions. He would record an album then immediately set off on tour. 
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There was never any rest" Their work-method in the studio, Hedges says, involved, "drinking until they dropped, but work- ing until they were no longer capable." Hedges had moved on by the time they record- ed the fourth album, Pornography, but Smith's account of its raaking reveals the band sinking to even lower depths. "We'd ail arrive, laden down 

\vith booze, and dump our cans and drugs on the mixing desk and then we'd each set out our own little areas of the studio where we'd work. There 

ical stimulant known to mankind into his body. 

25 pars of The 
Cure's albums 
Three Imaginary Boys (1979) Fiction/Polydor ■ 'The 80s start here," was the prescient headline when Melody Maker rcviewed the first Cure album. With punk fast vanishing up its own piercings, here was that genre's formerly vibrant spirit re-energised by a fresh, sophisticated approach to songwriting. Here too were sparkling guitar Unes and dream-like lyrics that set The Cure apart from the mob. Although still teenagers, they had already mastered the classic three-minute pop song, but spiked it with lyrics that could encompass the starkly documentary suburban aliénation of 10:15 Saturday Night and the literary éloquence of Killing An Arab's take on war and racism. 

m Seconds (1980) Fiction/Polydor The Cure's Sound underwent a radical overhaul for the second album, on which the band had d greater creative I control. It includes their first ' significant hit single, the minimal, electronic-sounding A Forest, which Smith identifies as, "An archetypal Cure sound." Bravely overturning listener expectations by opening with the almost Eno-esque :trumental A R< ic behariour caused so much Seventeen Seconds was altogether darker 
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The Cure 

On 25 years of trendsetting music and touring 

Always evolving, always improving, always compelling 

Thank you for letting us be part of your team 
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eir first Top Of May 1982: Fourth slnçile. Lrt's Go To 
Banshee after their 
nnexpccteclly quits. 

friction that, after a post-gig fist fight in Brussels, Simon Gallup briefly left the band. The darkest hour, traditionally, is just before the dawn, and it was in the midst of this chaotic situation, with Smith and drummer-tumed-key- boardist Loi Tolhurst the only remaining raem- bers of the band, that things began to turn around. They recorded the song Let's Go To Bed as a throwaway slice of superficial pop, of which Smith remains surprisingly dismissive. He recalls, "I had a meeting with Chris Pany where I said, 'OK, what do you want for the next single? Tve got Let's Go To Bed, which is crass and stupid, and Tve got Just One Kiss which is soft and dreamy.' And, of course, he wanted Let's Go To Bed." A major new player entered The Cure story at this point. "I had made a very bizarre video for Soft Cell," says directorTim Pope. "In fact, I was proba- bly the only really quirky video director around at the time, which made me idéal for The Cure." Let's Go To Bed was tlie first of a remarkable run of 21 videos that Pope would ultimately make with The Cure. "Let's Go To Bed was quite a slructured shoot," he notes. "We had a storyboard and every- thing and we stuck to iL As time went by, however, the process became much more spontaneous and fluid, because \ 

"We got standing of what we were trying to do." UPrv littlp What emerged from Pope's Let's Go To Bed .. . video was a hitherto unexpected aspect of The ratlIO piay Cure - surreal humour. Smith and Tolhurst were 
in the seen goofing around in an almost cartoon-like 
eaiiv daVS bedroora and the overt sexuality of the title was oveoiit fmm c0mpletely undermined by a closing shot in wbich excepi ironi the pair jump into separate bunk beds. Was this John Peel" really the same Robert Smith who had sung of Robert Smith slaughtered pigs, bleeding ground and worms eating bis skin on Pomography? Let's Go To Bed was also The Cure's first single to be released in the US, where it served the fiinc- tion of breaking them in California, but the band's inherent instability around this time prevented them from capitalising on this potentially lucra- tive new market. It was not until 1985, when Simon Gallup returned along with guitarist Porl Thompson and new drummer Boris Williams, that The Cure pulled itself back together. That summer's single, In Between Days was by far the most potently commercial thing they had ever done, and the attendant album, The Head On The Door, chart- ed well in the US, confirming that a vvhole new Transatlantic audience had discovered the band. "That album," says Smith, "was the first time I 

The Cure's albums 
and more atmospheric than anything on their début. Intriguingly, the distorted guitar of At Night now sounds uncannily like a pre-echo of grunge and Smith's intense vocal style cleariy pre-figures what we now know as emo. 
Faith (1981) Fiction/Polydor -r - A concept album in ail but ;i «j name, Faith is a suite of songs jfili | exploring the nature of ' religious faith, death and the j \ afterlife, written at a time -1 when Robert Smith was coming to ternis with the réalisation that he had no faith of his own. This depressing thought, intensified by a potentially iethal combination of over-work and cocaine abuse, produced songs of nerve-shredding intensity tiiat had little chance of finding a wide mainstream audience, but which communicated powerfully to the disaffected and disillusioned, offering them hope in their despair. The Cure's association with the emerging gothic rock t started here. 
Pornography (1982) Fiction/Polydor sensitive soûls who found Ithe unreientmg despair of Faith cutting into them like a knîfe, Pornography was that knife twisting slowly in the nd. Once again, Smith was using his music to channel his horror at the world he found himself in, but now things had gone so far that he no longer wanted to be part of that world. "1 wanted to make the ultimate fuck-off record," he has said, "then The Cure would stop." Oftcn cacophonous and lyrically inscrutable, it was nonetheless utterly compelling to fans and out-performed its predecessor, securing their first Top 10 placing. 
Japanese Whispers (1983) Fiction/Polydor 

-hits compilation, this ? exquisite eight song set brought together irresistibly | catchy hits like the jazz- inflected The Lovecats and the ; Go To Bed, which had introduced the world to a whole new Cure, seemingly re-invented as a chirpy synth-pop combo in the style of Human League or Tears For Fears. What gives this often overlooked collection its edge though is that beneath their superficially shiny electronic keyboard coatings, the lyrics of tracks such as LaMent and Just One Kiss are every bit as bleak and haunted as anything from Pornography. 
The Top (1984) Fiction/Polydor 1 Typically, having established a and massively commercial ^ style with Japanese Whispers, and with Polydor begging for a Êi ïB Lovecats follow-up, Smith ® ~ opted to make what is, effectively, a quirky and eclectic solo album - largely because the band barely existed at this point. Although Smith himself has dismissed The Top as an all-time Cure low, the opener Shake Dog Shake stands proudly among the most powerful Cure songs ever written, and remains a staple of tlie stage show. Elsewhere it ranges in style from the charming Bird Mad Girl to the nightmarish Give Me It and the mémorable hit, The Caterpillar. 

The Cure's 
influence 
travelswide 
In the recent MTV Icon show honouring The Cure, Robert Smith revealed, "It was only when Dinosaur Jr covered Just Like Heaven that it occurred to me that we could be inspiring other people." By that point, though, The Cure had existed for a decade, sa it was likely that aspiring young musicians would be listening to them and might feel moved to make music by their influence. To hear Deftoncs vocalist China Moreno acknowlcdge that, "it was listening to Robert Smith that got me interested in writing lyrics," is perhaps not too surprising because hoth bands have stylistic similantics. But to learn that Shakira has name-checked The Cure as an influence, or that members of Tlie Polyphonie Spree count themsclves as Cure fans, suggests that Smith's influence has reachcd places that most pop icons cannot. Ali of the bands who went out as part of the rccent Curiosa tour - including such vibrant young artists as Interpol, The Rapture and Mogwai - were avowedly Cure fans, but it is reveaiing to hear Interpol bassist Carlos Dengler admit that when they first met Smith, "we weren't able to converse with him because we were star-struck." In person, Smitli goes out of his way to avoid rock star behaviour or attitudes yet, for légions of passionate devotees, merely hasking in his 

I 

»î 

unassuming presence is overwhelming. If the musical diversity of the artists who claim kinship with The Cure scems remarkable, it is worth noting there is one thing which draws them ail together - passion. Artists who feel compelled to perform after hearing Robert Smith do not necessarily adopt a Cure-like sound. or write Cure-style lyrics, but they arc virtually without exception artists for whom their music is their very raison d'être. Metallica and the Red Hot Chili Peppers, for example, stand as two of the most uncompromising bands of the 

one due lies in Chestcr Benington of Linkin Park's observation that, "they're one of the most important bands because they changed the way people think about music." Very few artists, no matter how many CDs they scll, can change the way people think. Michael Jackson inspired countless imitators who mimic him. The Rolling Stones inspired a thousand bands to get up and bash out three-chord rock'n'roll roll riffs. Only a handful of artists - Bob Dylan and The 

immediatcly évident from a casual listen to their music, but both have nevertheless acknowledged it, "The music on Californication," says Chili's guitarist John Frusciantc, "a lot of it was really infiiienced by Tlie Cure and no critic lias ever pickcd up on that." At first glancc, to have influenced such a wide range of 

claim to have changed how people thought. The reason why is self- evident. Such artists are originals. They are innovators. What they inspire in other artists is not a desire to copy them, but a détermination to follow their own paths. As Alicia Keys, another unlikely Cure fan, says, "1 love groups that say things in ways that arc différent - and that's what I love about The Cure." 



TheCure'salliuitii 
The Head On The Door (1985) Fiction/Polydor ■ lie middle of the decade, Smith had pulled himself together, cheered up immeasutably and was working with a five-man band that knew how to help him transform his quirky démos into worid-beating hit singles. The speedily strummcd acoustic intro of In Betwecn Days is one of pop's most uplifting moments; the nagging keyboard hooks of Close To Me are once-heard never-forgotten gems; and the world music-tinged Kyoto Song is an overlooked classic. On doser inspection, though, the grand guignol lyric of Close To Me cornes from a deep, dark well of childhood nightmare that Smith, however poppy, can never shake off. 
Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me (1987) Fiction/Polydor nHead On The Door had made The Cure one of Europe's hottest tickets, and this expérimental, eclectic double n made them a staple of the burgeoning alternative radio station network in the US, giving them a platform from which to leap into the stadium circuit. With four major hits on board - Just Like Heaven, Why Can't I Be You?, Catch and Hot Mot HotM! - it would eventually go platinum. Beyond the hits, though, lie other timeless delights, such as the labyrinthine 

felt I had a band that could play ail the things I was hearing inside my head. I could suggest an idea or a sound to them and they could make it happen." Their internai problems, however, were not entirely over. Loi Tolhurst's increasing drink dependency was making him impossible to work with. Although he remained in the band through the making of the next album, keyboardist Roger O'Donnell was drafled in to play any parts tbat were beyond Lofs abilities. May 1986 saw the release of The Cure's first compilation, Standing On A Beach, which deliv- ered their first US Top 50 album placing, paving the way for the next release, Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me, to become their most successfiil album inter- nationally. 11 went platinum in the US and provid- ed a bumper crop of hit singles, including Just Like Heaven, which Smith calls, "The best pop song The Cure lias ever done. AU the sounds meshed, it was one take and it was perfect." This was the point at which the ears of every intelligent young American music fan were tum- ing towards The Cure. "Hearing Robert Smith play a guitar solo for eight minutes to open up Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me," says Marilyn Manson, "it was so arrogant, in some way, that it was beau- tiful and I was hooked from tlien on." As Manson's stage image shows, apart from the music, Smith's trademark look of teased-out black hair framing a heavily made-up pale face gashed open by bright red lips, was fast becoming a youth cuit style ail its own, with countless clones walking around in his image ail over the world. Even though, as he himself frequently points out, his hair has often been cropped short and he is often seen without make-up, that image 

remains the quintessential badge of Curedom. Smith took the unhappy décision to excise Tol- hurst from The Cure in February 1989, just before the release of Disintegration. An artistic triumph, and one of Smith's proudest achieve- ments, it was also their bleakest album since Pornography so, understandably, Polydor released it with some trépidation. To the delight of ail parties, on release in May 1989, Disintegration delivered The Cure's high- est album placings yet, soaring to number three in the UK and propelling them into the US Top 20 for the first time, wbere it earned another platinum certification. Now, with a stable band at the peak of its live power, they easily translat- ed their performances onto the stages of the most massive US stadia and watched as the album's second single, Lovesong, soared to number two in the Billboard chart. 
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fitth studio album, consolidâtes Tlic Tbc Hcad On Tlie Cure's growing Ooor, significantfy    
album, V/rsH. débuts 

Although the band maintained a relatively low profile as the Nineties got underway, 1991 brought a Brit Award as Best British Group and in May 1992, the Wish album made its début at number 1 in the UK and number 2 in the US. Regrettably, much of Smith's time and energy was now unavoidably being charmelled înto a long-dreaded lawsuit brought by the embittered Loi Tolhurst who was claiming, among other things, ownership of the band's name. When the London High Court ruled against Tolhurst on ail counts in September 1994, it was finally possible to getback to work in eamest. By May 1996, when the next album, Wild Mood Swings, was released, a new Cure line-up had evolved, which remains to this day. Joining Smitb, Gallup and O'Donnell were the band's former roadie Perry Bamonte on guitar and Jason Cooper on drums. 

Despite Smith's conviction that he was now fironting, "the best Cure line-up ever", Wild Mood Swings sufiered a lukewarm critical reaction in the UK, but nevertheless went Top 10 around the globe, enabling The Cure to mount their biggest ' ' ' ^ ' are than 100 concerts ; of the world's most 
Creatingthe next album, the epic Bloodflowers, took up the bulk of 1999. Released in February 2000, and nominated for a Grammy, it is an uncompromising piece of work that Smith 

te in 2001 with the disso- lution of the band's career-spanning relationship with Fiction Records and Chris Pany, These first years of the new Millennium also saw Smith exploring the potential of several genre-spanning side-projects. He collaborated with Blink 182, vocalist Safiron ffom Republica, not one but two of David Bowie's guitarists (Earl Slick and Reeves Gabrels), Junior Jack and Junkie XL, to name but a few, while the 1983 hit The Lovecats re-surfaced as a hip DJ bootleg, spliced with Missy Elliott, and as a cover version on the latest THcky album. Throughout his career, Smith had frequently declared that the next Cure album would be the last and that a solo album was imminent The press had begun to take sucb claims with a pinch of sait, but this lengthy period of external collabo- ration did seem to suggest that, finafij", The Cure might be a thing of the past. Then, while in Switzerland for Festival Nyon, 

The Cure's albums 

Disintegration (1989) Fiction/Polydor "This music has been mixed to be played loud," read the legend on the album cover, "so turn it up." Sound advice. ■ US platinum achiever, Disintegration found The Cure back to some extent in the vulnérable, tortured landscapes of despair that they had last visited during Pornography. Certainly not as eclectic as Kiss Me, it nevertheless offers some of the best-loved Cure songs ever, including the beguilingly lonesome Pictures Of You, the muted, melancholic Love Song, the spooky zombie-lurch of Lullaby and the rampaging Fascination Street. Much of it dark but, like a ciassic black and white horror movie, it is oddly comfortable. 
Wish (1992) Fiction/Polydor At the peak of their popularity, the guitar-orientated Wish went straight to number one in the UK and deservcdly so, given that it contains one of the most euphorie pop hits ever written, Friday l'm In Love, and one of Smith's most heartfeit lyrics in the piangent, richly mélodie Letter To Elise. Once more, it entered the platinum ranks across the 
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TbeCiire'salNBns 
Atlantic and proved conclusjvely ihat, well into their second decade, The Cure were as potent and as créative a musical force as ever they had been, putting to shame many younger bands wbose multi-platinum gifts bad deserted tbem with undue haste. 
Wild Mood Swings (1996) Fiction/Polydor one took something of a 1 critical poundlng wben it was released but, in retrospect, it is hard to understand why. It is certainly not an album that 1 breaks mucb new ground for Tbe Cure, but in tenus of musical accomplisbment and intrlguing arrangements, it is easily up there with tbe best. Smith never wrote a more affecting bymn to doomed love than Jupiter Crash and few bearts bave ever ached as tenderly as bis does on Treasurc, an obvious contender for tbe greaiest pure love song lie bas ever written, with one of tbe most perfectly understated guitar solos in tbe band's history. 
Bloodflowers (2000) Fiction/Polydor I Arguably tbe fourth album 1 in tbe dark trilogy of Faitb, 1 Pomography and utn; - '1 " . ■41 Disintegration, tins was L i welcomed with open arms by tbe critical fraternity, but failed to achieve tbe sales peaks of 

on July 25, 2002, Smith met up with legendary nu-metal producer and lifelong Cure fan Ross Robinson. "I knew after that first day of sitting talking to him that 1 wanted to work with him," says Smith. "He re-awakened ail the old passion for The Cure that was dormant in me; he remind- ed me why people love what we do so much." Corne the spring of 2004, when Robinson and The Cure were working together in Loudon's Olympic studios, another significant project was unveiled. lying up virtually ail of the loose ends from the Fiction/Polydor years, The Cure released a lovingly compiled compendium of hard-to-find B-sides, rarities and re-mixes, in the fascinating 4-CD box set, Join the Dots. Given Robinson's track record with bands including Kom, Limp Bizkit and Slipknot, Smith saw an opportunity to make the most mind-bend- ing all-out Cure sonic assault ever committed to dise and that is how it turned out, but not in quite the way he envisaged. He acknowledges that, "I assumed, the same as eveiyone else, that Rosss interest lay in our darker, bigger songs, but as work started I was surprised to discover that he was equally enthused by the pop side of the band and what he really loves is the stuff that has the combination of intense émotion and melody." The resulting sessions were not easy. Tins was the first time ever that Smith had let go of the pro- ducer's reins and made an album where his rôle, like that of the other members, was simply as a perfomiing musieian. In the early stages of the relationship, as Robinson pushed them to achieve increasingly intense performances, there were tears and tbreats of violence but, as the sessions forged ahead, it was realised that Robinson's 

obsessive quest forheightened émotion was result- ing in the best album they had made for years. Ross made a very firm stipulation drnt I must sing hve while the band played, exp ams Robert, "because the response I get from the band playing hve is différent from what happens if we record the parts separalely. The moment I start singing for real, everyone steps up. l'd never really "oneeu it like that before, but it's the main re^on why the performances on this album are différent trom anything we've recorded in the past. Tins is how l'd alwavs imagined making records could be. Nothing cornes close to what I felt while we were making this album." Released on June 29, 2004, under a new global three album deal with Geffen/Universal, the album was received as manna from heaven by fans and média alike, restoring The Cure's status as an 
j the Cure set off on another ambitious venture - the Curiosa travelling festival. "When we played the KROQ,festival in Los Angeles in September of 2003," says Smith, "Interpol and The Rapture were on the bill, which was the first time l'd seen either of them, and I was really taken with them. They were both very différent but both really pas- sionate and intense, and it started me thinking." His train of tliought was that if he could find enough bands who shared The Cure's spirit, or who had been directly influenced by the band, he could put together a festival that could transform the grind of touring into something that was enjoyable not just for the fans as a spectacle, but for the musicians as a shared experience. Early indications were that US ticket sales for 
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the summer were low. Artists were re-locating to smaller venues and, most dramatically, the Lolla- palooza tour was cancelled due to lack of interest. Even so, Smith persisted , and Curiosa went ahead, as a travelling caravan of 11 like-minded artists - The Cure, Muse, Mogwai, Interpol, Thursday, Cur- sive, Auf Der Maur, Scarling, Cooper Temple Clause, Head Automatica and The Rapture. Stuart Braithwaite of Mogwai thoroughly enjoyed the expenence. "The first gig I ever went to was The Cure at the SEC in Glasgow on the Dis- integration tour. Ever since, Tve been fascinated by the diversity of the music they make, from very 

poppy to utterly morbid, so it was great to be able hang out wi th them and get to know them proper- ly, at a time when they seem to have more enthu- siasm for what theyTe doing than ever before." Against the trend, Curiosa was the surprise hit of the summer, after which The Cure returned to the UK to be honoured with an MTV Icon Show, presented by Marilyn Manson, and featuring Blink 182, the Deftones, AFI and Razorlight ail performing their favourite Cure songs. An exhilarating show, it presented Smith as a complex and committed artist with an endearing- ly wide streak of self-deprecation - an English eccentric, seemingly bemused by his own success. And yet, there is another Robert Smith. Throughout their existence, Smith has guided The Cure, employing the skills and wielding the power more usually associated with business- hardened rock managers. He controls not only their music but also their image, through album and poster art work, frequently created within the confines of the band. Cure guitarist, Porl Thomp- son, created many covers over the years and the new album features artwork drawn by several of Smith's nieces and nephews. Smith's Imaginative imprint can be easily seen in their eccentric and atmospheric videos as well as in their stage shows. It is Smith too who has always shouldered responsibility for who to hire and fire for the ultimate good of The Cure as an entity, sometimes finding himself hated by former close fiiends as a resuit Loveably eccentric visionary or canny business- man? To survive and tlirive in a notoriously unfor- giving industiy, Robert Smith has to be both and - over 25 years - nobody has donc it better. 

The Cure's albums 
earlier releases, probably because, in the four- year gap between this antl its predecessor, the scene had changed radically and the student- bedsit angst of Travis had become flavour of the day. Bloodflowers was, in many ways, the subtlest of Cure albums, displaying ail the classic traits in abundance, but lacking any obvions hit singles or any soaringly optimistic geins. For Cure fans, it is utterly essential, but it left the masses largely unmoved. 
The Cure (2004) Interscope Acclaimed nu-metal producer Ross Robinson's intention with The Cure's 13th studio album ^ (S was to create their définitive 

4»^-' sonic ('ocument- exploring ail i. : ti]e différent facets of Smith's songwriting, but unifying those styles by pushing the band to the limits of its performing ability. Smith let go of the producer's rôle for the first time, allowing Robinson to bring a whole new flavour to the recording and insisting that Smith sing live while the band played to achieve that extra edge of intensity. On release, critics recognised immediately that Robinson i aim. NME called them, "a m the ve le of a w future' The Guardian reckoned they were now, "One of the most influential bands of ail time". In the exceedingly unlikely event that they never make another album, this would be one hell of a way to go out. 
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Robert Smith talks to Music Week about his career highlights and future Cure projects 

Smith: in his own words 
In a career filled with highlights, what would you regard as the first great moment for you? "Seeing our first album in the shops was a fine moment. I felt very proud. And l'm delighted to bave had the opportunity to be so closely involved in the new Deluxe édition, because it meant I could personally go through ail the unreleased material and put it in order, so the album can finally be heard in the context of everything we were doing at the time." 
Can you remember your first Top Of The Pops appearance, with A Forest in April 1980? "I had very mixed émotions. First of ail, l'd broken my thumb trying to change a lyre on the band's van in America just a couple of days before the broadcast and I was still in some pain. Also, I hated Top Of The Pops because I was getting to this phase where I was really anti-pop and every- thing like that. I didn't want The Cure to be a pop band. On the other hand, it was such a big deal because I knew that everybody I knew was watch- ing. It's not such a big thing now though." 
Winning the Brit Award as Best British Band in 1991 must have been a buzz. "Well, yes. Finally getting some récognition in the UK for everything we'd achieved. But what was even more exciting was the next album, Wish, going straight in at number one. And Tm still as thrilled now to have got ail the acclaim we've got for the new album at this stage i 
What about less business achievements? "Becoming a cartoon character on South Park was a wonderfiil ambition to achieve. It's the kind of récognition or honour that very few people can hope to get. I was also really pleased when I was asked to play at David Bowie's 50th birthday party in Madison Square Garden, especially when I realised I was the only British artist there apait from Bowie himself." 
You had high hopes for the Curiosa tour as a means of breaking out of the restrictions of a normal Cure tour. Did it work out as you'd hoped? "Curiosa was the best live touring experience of my life so far. It exceeded ail my expectations. Being on tour with a bunch of bands who ail had 

.1 

/ 
some sort of kinship with The Cure was fantastic and watching how great these young bands like Interpol are, it really spurred us to play better. Backstage was great as well, because we'd ail hang out together and it was completely différent from a normal Cure tour. There were nights when 1 could just sit and listen to everybody else talking and I didn't feel I even had to say anything. I was just enjoying being there." 
And, in a year of low attendances, I gather Curiosa was financially successful? "Lollapalooza was cancelled and lots of other tours lost money, so it was particularly satisfying that we managed to do Curiosa without sponsor- ship and keep ticket prices low and still make some money. The Sting and Annie Lennox pack- age, for example, was more than $100 a ticket. They did reasonably well for sales, but prices like that are crippling promoters and artists further down the ladder, because when fans spend that rauch on one ticket, they can't afford to go to see so many other shows." 

So will you do it again? "l'd love to do another Curiosa tour, maybe even next year. I might even try to do a British ver- sion, but with the kind of weather we have here in the early part of the year, it would probably have to be an indoor thing." 
Being chosen as an MTV Icon band must have been very satisfying for you. "It was great fim on the night we recorded it, and I thought it also looked great when it went out on TV. It was great that MTV allowed me to have a lot of input into the show. There were, for example, some bands up for inclusion who I knew were not really big Cure fans, so I was pleased that I was able to have my say in making sure that people like the Deftones and Blink 182 were on there. The funniest moment was when Marilyn Manson walked up to me and knelt down in front of me. Simon Gallup, our bass player, was winding me up, nudging me and say- ing, 'Here he cornes! He's going to do something.' When he got on his knees and put his arras round me, 1 was wondering if he was going to put his longue down my throat or something." 
How do you feel about some of the burning issues of the day, like downloading? "As an artist, I earn my living from people buying my music, so I have to be against illégal down- loading. But I do think that charging people 79p a song is ridiculous and completely defeats the object. Downloading should obviously be cheap- er because there's no middlemen, no transporta- tion costs, no packaging costs. But, at 79p a track, it can be as expensive to download an album as to buy it." 
Finally, what's next for The Cure? "The Three Imaginary Boys re-issue is aclually just the start of a programme of re-issuing ail of our back catalogue and it will ail have the same care and attention lavished on it. For example, the sound on Three Imaginary Boys is now exactly as we heard it in the studio when we recorded it. The vinyl sound was good, but the early CD versions lost ail the richness and the détail. It's great to have it sounding like it should again." 
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Télévision event should act as catalyst for the country to celebrate Britain's musical héritage 

Hall of Famé must net fade away 
prospect of launching another poil on the nine left- overs plus one new contender, or scrapping the lot to create a brand new Top 10. But while there is no easy solution, it is an obstacle which should be overcome Playing on its music héritage has never been Britain's strongest suit. Despite its outstanding con- tribution award, this is not the priority of the Brit Awards, a show designed to applaud the talents which have burnt brightest most recently. But there is a real need for a showcase for the UK's contribution to the globe's musical héritage, some- thing which is too often imderplayed by the média and the industry itself. A greater sense of this héritage would inevitably help the music community in the debate on the value of creativity and copyright. It might also serve to remind our most creative individ- uals - both artists and executives - what can be achieved through the magie of music. Whether or not Channel 4 or Endemol décidé to push forward with the UK Music Hall Of Famé, it is a concept which should not be allowed to drop. There may well corne a point when the Hall OF Famé concept doesn't work for TV. But it will always work for the music community. 

i/cmmtCMPInl gâte House. 245 Blackfriars Road, don SE19UR 

As the final of the UK Music Hall Of Famé came to town lastThursday, the centre of Hackney can seldom have appeared so glitzy. In one small venue, last Thursday, gathered the for- mer wives of Elvis Presley and Bob Marley, alongside Madonna, Bono, Robbie Williams, two members of Queen, Free's Paul Rodgers and many others. It was a triumph of which Channel 4 and Endemol should be proud, as they managed to pull off some- thing that has been discussed by the industry for manyyears but which it could never deliver. Sure, for those on the night, it was pretty disjointed, but that is the nature of TV recordings. For anyone with an interest in music it was an inspiring evening, when the focus was on not just the best of recent months, but the very greatest of ail time. And it should not be allowed to stop there. A repeat perfonnance next autumn is yet to be confirmed and there are inévitable problems to overcome; pre-emi- nent among thera is finding a format that could work in a second year. Asking viewers to vote for their favourite act among the 10 greatest artists of each decade is unlikely to work satisfactorily again, creating the répétitive 

Despite ignorant attacksf 

dance is alive and well 
VIEWPOINT 
JANET BELL 

ir 

dance category froni its awards 
newspapers to publish articles daiming that dance is on its knees; creatively moribund, commercial- ly misfiring, it has sold oui to cor- porations, its dnigs dont work any more and guitar bands have stolen 

With exceptions, dance 
has never really been 
about artist albums 

Shapeshifters were the top act in airplay tenns in the third quar- ter. Eric Prydz has produced one of the biggest-selling singles of the year. Deep Dish went top three, Flower Power top five and Michael Gray reached the top 10, ail among extremely stiff compétition. To say that dance artist albums now contribute less that 1% of the 

ing others: the clear and signifi- cant contribution made by dance to the British music industry in the shape of singles, compilations and airplay. With notable exceptions, dance hits never really been about artist albums. That is the nature of the beast Accept it Indeed, the continued pressure to be taken seriously in the média by producing, promoting and marketing artist albums has often caused labels to haemorrhage the money they made through singles in the first place. 
gives the publishing business in the UK music industry are huge. The loss of the Brits category is not in itself. a great one because the Brits has been getting il wrong for years. And the relentless attempts by the press to bang nails 
almost laughably out of touch. Continued success by tire likes of Data, Positiva, AA'fW, Hed Kandi and Defected, not to men- tion the burgeoningofhundreds of self-fimded indie labels such as my 

Is it time for singles chart 
rulestoberelaxed? 
biiU.n.i.m.uii.iy 

is good i Both Sony BMG's Elvis cainpaigu and Universal's pocket CDs are examples of creative approaches to singles. Given the declining singles market, should chart be relaxed to allow more crer 
tchelor, Woolworths "The customer research the BP1 undertook on singles last year showed customer confusion with the différent formats on offer and their pricing e.g. is a two-track CD single £1.99/£2.99 or £399? More formats are not the answer, The key is to get behind 

rules have changed, bu " e content bette it will sell." 

have stopped but buy ringtones and magazines," 
crédible idea that could be good for the business and IS not about hyping the chart, that idea should be considered and action taken quickly. But we don't iving 10 

David Rowcll, Echo "Ail marketing people want to 
creative within the confines of it We can't compare how many singles are selling now with before because Ihe 

the limited and maxi formats should be on clearly-niarked racks." Steve Kincaid, Virgin Retail "Only if it helps create genuine demand that doesn't also create confusion. It's a question of striking the balance between those two things, but, ultimately, it cornes down to the facl that good music sells. Having too many formats créâtes too much confusion for customers " Steve Gallant, HMV Europe "Chart success for a release should ultimately dépend on it being a strong song, that's in some way original and is well produced. It should be effectively promoted witli labels and retailers working together to achieve sensible pricing and marketing. If this whole package is right, then you shouldn't really need additional featurei first i st surely be the integrity of the charts, so that buyers continue to feel that singles are relevant and important to them." 



Forum is edited by Jim Urkin 
Nihai and DJ partner Bobby Friction now have a 
mainstream slot on Radio One. He talks about the 
compilation album thatthe pair have released 

DOOLEY'S DIARY evening would be dedicatcd to his memory... BPI top man Peter Jamieson is discovering that there is such thing as karma. After contributing a "romantic weekend" at 
the Mits Dmner raffle a forlnight ago 

West meets East 
and scarpers 
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Sanj: Gunjan; Dr 
hug to those who are yet to be animated by the Sounds OfTW 

compare it to Run DMC being on 

' 
for making him an the scene. Fusmg Naked Beats: artist and only slightly creating twisted Asian house and Syt TV support ofjay 
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they couldr't get holdof. 
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JOBS AND COURSES 

BRAND 4- BLAND 

KNOWLEDGEABLE, ENTHUSIÂSTIC, POSITIVE PEOPLE WANTED 

Store Management and Head Office Opportunities 

virgin.com/megastores 

25 YEARS AND STILL No. 1 
handle 

press experience. ^ ^ea S 

Contact Mana Edwaras on 
020 7921 8315 to book 7001- ad 

rri lj s 1 R. <00 rxi/j C3 bs 



Classified 

business to business m 

Océan 

BOX OFFICE MANAGER up to £25,000 

Contact: Maria Edwards, Music Week Classified Sales, CMP Information, 8lh Floor, Ludgate Honse, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE19UR 1:02079218315 F: 020 79218372 E: maria.g imisicweek.com 
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Need a bright, driven honours graduate with enviable past music industry experience? 

mean fiddler music group pic 
EXPERIENCE0 PR0M0TER/VENUE B00KER 

SSSSHS SiiSSSS 
Successful candidates will have at least oi A broad based knowledge of ail styles of mi srantexperience- Please posl current Curriculum Vilae with c overing telter to: ^ 
16 High Street, London NW10 ALX. Mler vwwv.meanftddlercom AST«R1A £321 THE FORUM 

mean fiddler garage 
[îi^l'lgPê il? I JjgQTÏl^ 

PROGRAMMING ROOM/STUDIO TO LET WITHIN THE ROUNDHOUSE STUDIOS COMPLEX, CLERKENWELL EC1 

1 also enjoy the use of a larg lable, table football, Sky TV, ance to be part of a dynaraic 
Email, lia® round 

ANALOG PRO-TOOLS LARGE LIVE ROOM 

LEASEHOLD RJLL SPEC AND PRICE CALL Dylan ON 07961 911897 07916 ""M r 
MANUFACTURING 

Rdlled Gold INTERNATIONAL. 
THEWHOLESALER TO THE TRADE 

Over 1,000,000 CD's/DVD's available 
Distribution & Service second to none 

EDI Ordering available 
Increase your profits with low 

prices/special offers 
Discounts for Crédit Card/Cash 

Customers 
Promotions, tailored to your needs 

One Call to open an account or request 
a price list 

View our stock list on www.rolledgold.net 
Tel: 01753 691317 
Fax: 01753 692728 

e.mail: sales@roUedgold.net 
8G Bedford Avenue, Slough Trading Estate, 

Slough SL1 4RA 

PLICATION 1ER TO THE INDUSTRY ÎVICE WITH COMPETITIVE PRICES 
3852299 24HRTURNAROUND l/W.MEDIADISCCO.UK 

LL2 ■ 

do you i LI n cot ir-ses fo"' The 
music i ii cl li _ thosfâ loLiilcIinc» theii- sRills £ts wlTe-tlnei- yd' industi-y ov l I lose -ti-v'ncj "to 

EHey move l i ' 1 V. ' 1 .-w k^re^K into uM® niciL.S1:.'V nex/er- Insis Ekie: need fc>een sEi-oncaer- s-te-FF "te develep end d iyer-sî f y. 
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K BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
| RETAIL ^ TO SELL H V ' SI 1 

î®s«®SC0m8H 

Gordon Duncan distribution 
OVER 2,500 SCOTTISH TITLES ÏN STOCK 

MUSIC SHOPFITTING SPECIALISTS 
For Sale 

JAZ 8290 

4Top or the Pops' S D Creative - session work agency Experienced Vocalists & Musicians wanted for work within the music industry. Books currently open. 
Send CV, Demo & Photo to: PO Box 156 Deadline 20.12.04 

Singers/Songwriters/Musicians Wanted 
World Class Production Company based in Portobello seeks fresh new talent to develop and record, 
An opportunity to work with top producers and other quality artists in a créative and professional environment. 

\\ 
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SINGLES 
gjggggBBT 
ALBUMS thm® Bine The Best Of (Innocent): Eminem Encore (Interscope): Destiny's Child Destiny Fulfiiled (Columbia); Neil Young Greatest Hits (Reprise) NOVEMBER 22 The 411 BetweenTheSheets (Sony/Streetside): U2 HowToDismantle An Atomic Bomb (Island): Gwen Stefani Love Angel Music Baby (Interscope): Delta Goodrem Mistaken Identity (Sony), Kylie Minogue Ultimate Kylie (Rarlophone); NOVEMBER 29 Girls Alond What Will The Neighbours Say'(Polydor): Brian McFadden Irish Son(Modest):Lemar TimeToGrow (Sony) 
SINGLES TH1S WEEK Anastacia WelcomeToMyTruth(Epic); McFly RoomOnTheBrdFloor (Universal): Letnar If There's Any Justice (Sony): JoJo Baby Ifs You (Mercury); Girls Aloud 1:1 Stand By You (Poiydor): Nelly feat. Christina Aguilera TiitYa HeadBack (Universal)  NOVEMBER22 Ashanti Only 0 (Def Jam); Outkast Prototype/Ghetto Musick (Arista): The Streets Could Well Be In (Locked On/679): Brian McFadden Irish Son (Modesll/Sony): Kristian Leontiou Some Say (Poiydor): GeriHalliwell Ridelt (Virgin): Busted SheWantsToBeMe (Island) N0VEMBER29 ' Green Day Boulevard Of Broken Dreams (Reprise); Joss Stone Right To Be Wrong (Relentless/Virgin); Natasha Bedingfield bnwritten (Phonogenic): Babyshambles Kiilamangiro (Rough Trade): Band Aid 20 5? They Know Ifs Christmas? (Mercury) OECEMBER 6 Mousse T Right AboutNow (Free2Air); Kïlie Minogue IBelieve In You (Parlophone); Robbie Williams Misunderstood (Chrysalis): Westlife Emile (BMG) 

Eminem just 
winsitafter 
rush release 
Prédictions that Eminem'sEncore - released on Friday - would sell more tlian 200,000 copies in its first two days proved to be too optimistic, with the reality being a less stratospheric sale 0/122,459, 
number one tally for four weeks, and only the seventh highest sale for a number one this year. Nevertheless, it was enough for the album to début at number one, ahead of Britney Spears' Greatest Hits: My Prérogative and Westlife's Allow Us To Be Frank, which début at two and three respectively, with full-week sales tallies of 115,341 and 91,253. A further eight albums made their débuts in the Top 75. helping overall albums sales, including compilations, to reach 3,462,678 last week, the third highest level of 2004, beaten only by Easter and the first week of the year. Even more encouragingly, after trading 2003 levels for several weeks, sales last week were 1.67% up on the same week last year - a week when Dido's Life For Rent album topped the charl with sales of 83,614. Eminem's Encore not only fell 
also fell short of the record first week sales tally for a non-Monday release. MiçhaslJacksons 
Danger9us-sold_ ^1 

after a Thursdav release in 1991. Encore is Eminem's third solo number one - and he also played a leading rôle in D-12's D-12 World, which topped the chart in May. Only two other liip-hop albums bave evcr topped the chart, the Beaslie Boys' Hello Nasty and Wu Tang Forever by the WuTang Clan. Meanwhile, the Scissor Sisters' self-titled début album became the third album to top a million sales in 2004 last week, reaching 

® From this week, Mmic Week is changing its policy on market shares to reflect changes within the business. The market shares published belowwill, henceforth, reflect" 

   n Saturday the album, which drifts 8-10 this week, had sold 1,026,818 copies, trailing only Keane's Hopes And Fears (1,073,737) and Katie Melua's Call OffTheSearch (1,136,749). 

companies. This weeks shares see Universal on top of both singles and albums, but the new combination of Sony and BMG takes second place in both lists and will proride a strong rival. • Owing to calculation errors, last weeks compilations market 
five should bave been Universal TV 26.4%, EMI Virgin 22.2%, Ministry Of Sound 17-2%, BMG and Warner 12.1%. 

MARKET INDICATORS compilations THE BIG NUMBER: 651, SINGLES 

Market shares Origin of singles sales Universal 32.0% (Top 75): UK: 04.0% Sony BMG 314% US; 32.0% Other. 4.0?! US: 32.0% Other 4.0% Origin of albums sales (Top 75): UK: 68.9% 

NUMBER ONE U2VERT1G0 Island Second number one single of the year for the vétéran Irish band. followingiheir success with LMC in February. 
ALBUMS NUMBER ONE EMINEM ENCORE Interscope Sales of 122,549 in two days eam Eminem a number one with Encore, which was released on Friday. His last album, The Eminem Show, sold 228.297 copies on its first week in the shops in 2002-a tally which included 103,794 sales from its first two days in-store. though these were the more traditional, less busy Monday and Tuesday. 
COMPILATIONS NUMBER ONE POP PARTY 2 BMG/EMI/Vitgin/UMTV Five new arrivais in the Top 10 - including the Bridget Jones soundtrack at number three and Ciubland 6 at number two - Help lift the compilation sector's sales by more than 16% week-on-week, but the chart champ for the third week in a row is Pop Party 2, which defies convention by raising its own sales by a further 33.9% to a best-yetweekly tally of 67,408, while raising its 20-day total to 162,989, Itis 5.1% ahead of last years original Pop Party album - which went on to sell 758,000 copies - at the same stage. 
SCOTTISH ALBUMS NUMBER ONE BRITNEY SPEARS GREATEST HITS- MY PREROGATIVE Jive Pipped at the post by Eminem's Encore in the UK as a wbole, Spears' "best of" fends off the rapper north of the border, where she lias a victory margin of 4.3%. 
RADIO AIRPLAY NUMBER ONE LEMAR1F THERE'S ANY JUSTICE Sony Not the most played record of last week - even Maroon 5s This Love in 24th place was played more often - but 1s There Any Justice by Lemar provides the Famé Academy graduate with his first airplay chart topper by dint of having the laigest audience of the week, thanks primarily to Radio One and Radio Two. 
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Stuart Wmterton, MTV 
Networks New spin on 

the Eighties "This is taken trom l'nnce Paul & Dan The Automator's fantastic second album While Pcople. The single features West Coast rapper Del The Funky Homosapien, Barrington Leyy and Alex Kapranos Irom Franz Ferdinand and is a heavily 
lovely laid back groove. The tongue-in-cheek video is also hilarious. The rest of album is of the highest order and doesn't disappoint and will surely «in 

Michael Dale, director 
of Scottish Events 

Krissi Murison, staff 
writer, NME 
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The MCs grab a verse, king of cool into the charfc Christmas. Move over Rat 
The sr/t-a 
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TV Airplay Chart 

[il DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH COUsiBlA <r 556 
2 KYLlt M1NUGUL l BtLlhVb IN Y0U 134 
3 5 EMINEM JUST LOSE IT MERSCOPE 433 
4 2 NtLLY & CHKlb 11NA AGU1LEKA 11LI VA HEAD BACK .s™ 421 
n 36 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWR1T1 EN mmm 395 

6 U2 VERTIG0 387 
7 1? AVRIL LAVIGNENOBODY'S HOME 337 
8 CHRISTINA AGUILERA & MISSY ELLIOTT CAR WASH 316 
9 GIRLS ALOUD111 STAND BY YOU 313 
10 ROBBIE WILLIAMS MISUNDERSTOOD 300 | 
11 n THE 411TEARDROPS st™ 294 
12 10 GWEN STEFANIWHAT U WAITING 4 lUTERSCOPE 291 
13 8 JA RULE FEAT. R. KELLY & ASHANTIWONDERFUL OCfJHM 274 
14 7 ERIC PRYDZGALLON ME DATA 263 
14 27 JAMELIA STOP «». 263 

GREEN DAY BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS ™SE 262 
17 21 BRITNEY SPEARS MY PREROGATIVE J1VE 260 
18 15 USHER & ALICIA KEYS MY B00 » 248 
19 18 BUSTED SHE WANTS TO BE ME «ai 242 
20 13 KELIS FEAT. ANDRE 300 MILLIONAIRE 239 
21 JOJO BABY IT'S YOU 235 
22 H LEMAR IF THERE'SANY JUSTICE SOSY 233 
23 20 DIZZEE RASCAL DREAM 230 
24 M ANASTACIA WELCOME TO MY TRUTH ™ 224 
25 1, BLUECURTAINFALLS [m" 223 
26 FRANZ FERDINAND TH1SFFFIRE DMœ 215 
27 28 KEANETHISIS THE LAST TIME M 212 
28 22 nflNTF! RFnTNHFTFl D NOTHING HURTS LIKE LOVE 199 
29 STER10GRAM WALKIE TALKIE MAN CAPITOL 189 
30 12 ICE CUBE YOU CAN DO IT 188 
30 39 BLINK182 ALWAYS 183 
32 2, GERI RIDE IT   186 
33 OUTKAST GHETTO MUSICK    8MC 181 
34 23 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY    180 
35 33 MCFLY ROOM ON THF 3RD FLOOR m 1    178 
35 13 MICHAEL GRAY THF. WEEKEND   178 
37 MAROON 5 SHE W1LL BE LOVED i 167 
38 DELTA GOODREM OUI OF THE BLUL _  EPIC J64_ 
39 52 —   indepekdienie EMBRACEASHES       

163 

40 41 THE HIVES TWO-TIMING TOUCH ANUbku^ rotvws 
■ «^ncçtocbto 1 OTTtAll) luwi on pirol" u* L" .imlteeotSnuîtWAHiSi» 

Idiot, Greon Oay's 

Destiny's Child are the clear 
leaders in TV airplay, 
oiitperforming Kylie and 
Eminem in the top three 
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Hopes for Lemar's new single have been 
boosted by the Famé Academy star 
achieving his first airplay number one, with 
Kylie also enjoying strong radio support 
m 

The UK Radio Aii 

B 4 1U2 VERT1G0 ISLANO 31 21200 2 1 i DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH coluvbla 27 19765 2 3 ■ EMINEM JUST LOSE IT mnxoK 27 16865 4 6 i JAMELIA DJpaeiOW.e 26 17546 
5 2 ] MICHAELGRAY TTIE WEEKENDEYEINDUSTRIES 25 16588 7 22 j USHER & ALICIA KEYS MY BOO bwg i 14 24 1728? 8 17 KYUE MINOGUE 1BEUEVE IN YOU RARIOPHONE 1 ^ 23 14552 9 6 DANIEL BEDINGFIELD N0TH1NG HURTS UKE LOVE POLYDOR 21 14931 9 8 NAS BRIDG1NG THE GAP COLUVBIA 21 12001 U 20 STERIOGRAM WALKIE TALKIE MAN CAPITOL 20 11051 H 10 KELIS FEAT. ANDRE 300 MIUUONAIRE VIRGIN 20 20 13061 n 4 GWEN STEFANI WHAT U WAITING 4 interscope 20 13042 141 17 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY polydor 19 141 n DEEPDISH FLASHDANCE positiva 19 11705 14 12 FRANZ FERDINAND THIS FFF1RE DOMINO 19 i 17: 14 ANGEL CITY DO YOU KNOW (I GO CRAZY) data 17 18 1C356 12 ! LEMAR IFTHERE'SANY JUSTICE sc-jy 18 17 11432 19] 25 j NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWR1TTEN phonogemic 13 16 11370 19] 29 KEANE THIS IS THE LAST TIME island 12 1 16 21 25 GREENDAY BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS reprise 13 15 2! 17 BRITNEY SPEARS MY PREROGATIVE jive 16 15 21 O ICECUBE YOU CAN DO 1T ALL arouno IHE WORLD 7 15 8172 24 14 ESTELLE FREEv? 1? 13 8217 24 O DIZZEERASCAL DREAMxi 13 6881 2410 LETHAL BIZZLE POW (FORWARD) rueniless 6 13 6381 27IO FABOLOUS BREATHE DESERT storm/ATWNTIC 9 12 6230 28iO AVRIL LAVIGNE NOBODYS HOME arista 11 833? 28] O THE STREETS COULD WEI1 BE IN 6/9 / n 6524 0 SHAPESHIFTERS LOU'S THEME positiva n W91 28 14 JAYSEAN STOLENrelentless 17 n 6240 

Ail the sales and airplay cltarts published in Music Week are also available online every Sunday evening at wwwjnusicweek.com 
SNAP THE 
SHOT CHEMICAL 

BROTHERS 

comeback single Wcdncsday, rappel- Q-Tîp and followed by Jo is the flrst taster 

CÂST LIST; Manager Robert Linney. Ag Pivotai PR. TV: Amanda Warren, Vickey E Online: Sarah Sherry. Virgin Records. 

, ; „ LEMAR IFTHERE'SANY JUSTICE M55 45 62.60 36 
16 , 0 KYLIE MINOGUE 1 BEL1EVE IN YOU  1303 38 57.28 J07 
1 8 DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH »"»IA 1997 U 55.59 13 
6 5 JT JAMELIA STOP " 1512 21 46.43 13 

5 3 9 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY 1915 1 46.14 
L J_ U2VERTI60  

CHRISTINA AGUILERA & MISSY ELLIOTT CAR WASH ^ 
1190 29 

3 
42.64 
41.99 

18 
2 

8 2 6 23 DANIEL BEDINGFIELD NOTHING HURTS UKE LOVE 1263 ■7 40.92 -17 
9 8 5 13 MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND 1116 0 35.99 -9 
u Bi 6 3 EMINEM JUST LOSE IT >«"^t U92 17 35.79 2 

hr T v KEANE THIS IS THE LAST TIME 689 79 34.06 31 
0 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD UNWRITTEN 985 44 31.19 54 

13 r T T GWEN STEFANI WHAT U WAITING 4 i™E 1081 39 30.23 
27 2 0 EMBRACE ASHES IKOEPEWEP 370 9 29.64 40 
20 6 7 BRITNEY SPEARS MY PREROGATIVE « M97 U 28.78 7 

17 
17 4 10 JAMELIA DJ PARIOPHONE 830 6 28.07 1 

8 ERIC PRYDZ GALLON ME DATA 1438 •29 27.94 ■64 
18 ' « » JOJO LEAVE (GET OUT) MERCO» 1482 -16 27.91 -34 

21 
2 3 USHER & ALICIA KEYS MY BOO BMG 388 31 27.57 76 

23 0 SHAPESHIFTERS LOLA'S THEME 852 ■5 27.34 3 
M MAROON 5 SHE WILL BE LOVED 131S ■7 27.14 -17 

22 » KELIS FEAT. ANDRE 300 MILLIONAIRE 849 -21 26.46 -14 
M 24 

24 9 32 ELTON JOHN ALL THAT l'M ALLOWED (FM THANKFUL) «SET 255 13 25.48 1 
13 34 0 MAROON 5 THIS LOVE 1 771S -22 22.76 ■42 

M 40 « GIRLSALOUDFLL STAND BY YOU POIVOOR 938 57 22,34 31 

4 KYUE MTNOGUE1BE 3 | LEMAR IFTHERE'SANY JUSTICE MAROON 5 SHE WILL BE LOVED 
| u [GEORGE MICHAEL ROUND HERE o j TYLER JAMES WHY DO [ DO? SCISSOR SISTERS MARY 

5 | PRINCE CINNAMONGIRL CHRISTINA AGUILERA & MISSY ELLIOTT CAR WASH 
6 | PAUL WELLER THINKING OF YOU GWEN STEFAN! WHAT U WAITING 4 DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH JOSS STONE YOU HADME 
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K Nielsen Music Control 

jj^lay Chart 
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JA RULE FEAT. R. KELLY & ASHANTIWONDERFUL 

ROBBIE WILLIAMS RADIO 

NATASHA BEDINGFIELD THESE WORDS 

mm ÎTÎTTO 

Magic provided plays) and Radio 

The news as it happgjjs Register for your free Music Week daîly update at 
www.iinisicweek.coin 
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IN-STORE NEXT WEEK --y \ Single - Geri Halliwell; Album - U2: SofCWOy I,1'store - Barbra Streisai 

xss£9 asaaasir 

ESSiSsr Streisand, Thé 411, AledJones, Abba, 

WOOLWORTHS ! 

10 years or thoSt'XdÏwas 
Oh No and he's even more of a 

Banking on a 
good thing 

Some loca! shops have 
a couple of David 
Sylvian tities in stock, 
but we have them ail 

except classical music, wo try to avoid the mainstream. If a customer asks for the new Britne 
point them in the right direction. "Local bands and labels sell particularly well here The Tru Thoughts and Catskills labels - both Brighton-based - are very 



Records released 29.11.04 
Sî«LE ©F THE WEEK Band Aid 20 Do They Know It's 

ALBUM 0F THE WEEK Lemar Time To Grow 

ftTpolished 

th^third singlTfromher ltt5' su^inglyquTitÎt the it album, which should This is a light-hearted ai (Polydor 9869276) 



v releases 
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Atlanta Rhytlim Section Tîiird Annual Pipe Dream/A Rock And Roll Alternative (Gott Dises GOTTCD 013) 
the UK, but Atlanta Rhytlim Sections subtle 

et Third Annual Pipe Dream and the 1977 gold album A Rock And Roll Alternative. Part Southern Rock, part country, part AOR, the bands tighl, light and accessible sound was économie and mélodie as exemplified by So 
soulful shuftle that reached number seven in the Hol IOO and provides one of this album's highlights, alongside Angel and 

70s Soul Sensations (Music Club MCCD 564); 80s Soul Sensations (MCCD 561) 

I filler, with the Seventies album reprises R&B and dancc classics like Shaft (Isaac Hayes), Misty Blue (Dorothy Moore) and Let's Stay Together (Al Green), while the Eighties set revisits the Valentine Brothers' Moneyk Too Tight To Mention, Keni Burke's Risin'To The Top and Word Up by Cameo. 
Madelin,• Bell Doin' Things (RPM 295) I Although not as 

RPM's latest trawl of the Philips archive makes available again another great album by the Sixties session singer Madeline Bell, On Doin" Things - expanded from 12 to 18 tracks here by the inclusion of singles - Bell's voice is a thing of great bcauly, especially on Van McCoy's track Doin'Things Together With You, the intriguing No Sun Today, which boasts a writing crédit for bandleader James Last, and Go Ahead On, a song Madeline co-wrotc with Dusty Springficld. She also covers l-ulu's hit To Sir With Ixiveand Cilla Black's Ix-nnon/McCartncy penned Step Inside I/jve, 

Albums 
FRONTLINE RELEASES DANCE QCON SEQUENCER CONTACT Jum Jum (CD JJR 022) □ DARK S0H0 UGHT IN THE DARK Afchemy (CD ALCD 013CD) 

IBA THE NA2ARENE VOW'TBA Wikkkl (CD GLECDA00U TMI350) uass (COQS 123) 
O Twmtr emeus cub from ihe secret VAftis Rw ai" Ruslp ms) □ IIB40 LIVE IN CONCERTWliw\'.wWlCp □ VflRraUS AQUARIUS ROCK Pressure Sounds ICO PSCO 451 

Trae □ VARIOUS DEEPTHROATl&B LElM In Ils? Allie 1CDUIA 010) Fm" URBAN Danc? B m, THE BEIWEEN THE SHEEIS Sore/ZStredsidc (CD 51908421 uni & Bass □VARIOUS SIONES THR0W101 SI(H5 Tire» ICO SIH 2101) 
CATALOGUE & REISSUES □ ACOFF, ROY Ifl THE SHAOOWS 0F THE SMOKIES BACM (CD SACM 0891 □ MMASEOAN UVE IN CONCERT mmicrid (CD WNRD 2261) 

JAZZ □ HINES, EARL CHICAGO - NEW VORK FremeaiKlCD CES 040211 OTHER 

□ AUCER, BRIAN A BETTERIAN0 Sanctoiy (CD CMRCD10561 □ AUCER, BRIAN OBIMON EXPRESS SanduatY ICO CMRC010551 □BASIE, COUNT THE ARI OF SWING San W (CD SUN 2149) 
□BOEntHER, CURT CHICKEN UITLE WAS RICHI Ctory Rtd (CD CRREV 731 Shws —QBOND,JOHNNYGOLDENACEOFCall)elCOCATTU202) (vanl Ganle □Bim),BlttEVES0FTEXASCallle(CDCAmE205l («itGank □BRANIG4N.LAllRflGlORlAC(llleclabfe(CDCOL804(u2) □ BROOKS & DUNN THE BEST 0F BMC (C0 82876659142) □ BR0WN, BARRY THE BESI0F Wiiil (CD SLCD 9120! RkWVij QBR0WN,JAMESUVEAT CHASÎAIN RARK TratÈldial Line (CD TL1307) Pûp □BUCKl£Y,TIMLOOKATTHEFOOLGetBack(lPGET 643) Rock/Poo □ CARR, MAXIME GET REAL Appabosa (CD AP 077) Pop □ CASH, JOHNNYJOHNNY CASH KtoxlCOKBOX 2911 

1EY, KEITH BIRD 00CGIN aeuy Red ICO CRREV 85) 
□ VARIOUS TEAM XITTY-YO Kht» YS ICO I □VAR100S1REV0S HORN. PROOUCED 6) □VAR100S THE BESI NUMBER ONE SINGIL  -,  □ VARIOUS IHE NEW M SONGS COLLECTION VngiVEWI (CD VTDCO 647) 

w 
Ricky Skaggs & KentuckyThunder 
Brand New Strings 

' i R1C KY^S K A G G S 
M? 

Great new album from the multi-award winning King of Bluegrass. 
"This is Ricky's masterpiece" - Bluegrass Breakdown. 
out now CADIZ MUSIC | téléphoné 020 8692 35551 fax 020 8469 33001 email salesi."1 cadizmusic.co.uk || exclusive distribution in the uk by pinnacle entertainment || 

ROCK □aerosmith you cotta Mov^LteS's'iœsBi'1 W AltCdrt, 
□ BROKAW, CHRIS 1 '.VAS BORN BUT 12XU (CO 12XU 0242) □CREED BEST OF Soiy (CD5192)73) VIHE AR. Country 
□ EVAHESCENCE «(YVTBEJOUT TOME Sc^'lCO 5192073) □FO MANCHO GODZILIAS EAT1N OUST ElKbc (CD EU 023C0) F | 
□ LÛSTPROPHETSGOODBYE TÛNIGHTCacofjBKiûtiafCDTORMENT 47CDCDTORM£Nr 46CD) P Rtxk □NICE BEAVEROREGANCïtlciil ICO CICE145) P Rock □ OF MONTREAL THE OLADIATOR NICBIS1ICK COUtCTION Dwl lo Ile Wools □PUA GET OfF Haptu (CD H19) C Me 

□ SP1U.CANVAS.THE SUNSEISANOCARCRASHESHighlyAlonlICOM □ SWEATMASTER SOBGS V7IIH NO WOSDS Bad Alto (CD AFROCO 022; "m £ i 
C MÏSKM{3) 5915942) □ VARIOUS CUIIAK1XGEN0S 0.1 l/VigiiTUimenal (CO VIDCO 653) C VARIOUS A FRLLZE FRAMEBURNI IN IIMt Rfltli(C0fiRCD027) [ i 

□ DYLAN, BOB THE CLASSIC INTERVIEWS Clmm □ DYIAN, BOB IHEWEBERMAN TAPES Clliome Di □ EDWARDS, JACKIE UNFORGETTABLE Wikid (CD SUCD 94141 □ fAITHRJLi. MARIANNE DREAMING MY DREAMS Sanduary (CO CMRCD 9881 □FA1UHE A PARI Of AMERICA ÎHERIN Sanctay (CD CMRCD 1052) □ FASIER PUSSYCAT THE REMIMES Chuiy Red ICO COLEM 52) □ FISH HEADS & RICE CERÎ1FIED Appatoosa (CD AP 078) □ FIYAMB1ENT JUICE Cool (CD (m OlOBO) □ CBH DEAO ON ARRIVAL Sancl® (CO CMEDD1025) □OEORGE, ROBIN DANCEROUS MUSIC Maiestic Rock (CD MAJCO 0281 

□ HEAVY PETT1N LETTIN LOOSE U,!;«lil □HOOKER, JOHN 1EE COMPLETE VOL-IBody&Soul (CO 8S 3057012) □HOOKER, JOHN LEE IM IN THE MOOD Gel Batk (LP CET7527) □ HOOKER, JOHN LEE HO ERIEND AROUND Red Liglllnin' (CO RLCO 0093) 
□ JAMES, ELMORE COMPLETE TIRE AND ENJOY SESSIONS CotedablK ICO COL 5184-32) □KEEOIE KEED1E EMI Ctosts (CO 55794121 □ KINO, BB CIANT OF BLUES Super GokJ (CD 3829182) 

i '' .H ' ' I il , . □ LUTHER, FRANKPIONEERS Of COUNIRY Caille (CD CATTLi 2041 □ LYNCH, JERRY THE OIMHINO Of THE DAY JL ICO JLCD 001) □ MARVIN, FRANKIE EARLYRECORDINGS BACM (CD BACMCDD 003) rp .."■"'T, J1MMY OHE OF MINE Medabte (CO COL 5715) □ MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT BLULS CAFE PRESENTS Bte C,ile (CO 3825212) □ OINEY, DAVID TOP 10 BOTTOM Appatoosa ICO AP 080) □ PARKER, CHARUETHE HATPY BIRD CollecLihlcs (CO COL 5787.2) □ PARTOM, DOU.Y DOLLYIWRION BMC (CD 828766362621 □PA01,FRAHKIEY0UTURNME0M Wikkkl (CD RFCO 004) □peabody, dave dream or Mississippi Appataa ico ap otoi □ PETERSON, OSCAR FALLIN IN LOVE WITH OSCAR Jaa Ooa (CD JD12761 □ PLOT, THE IHE PLOT Cafc (CD MACO 0051 □PUENTE, TITO THE KING AND I Gel Back (LP GET 8056) □QUARTZ SÎAHO UP AND FIGHT ttijeslic (CD MAJCD 037) □ RASPBERRIES FRESH RASPBERRIES Chc-fty Rtd (CD RPM 5B) □ ntto. ™v WHEN VOURE IIOLColtetibles ICO COL 2702.2) '=aREED, J1MMY BIG LEGGED WOMAN Colkxbbles (CD COL 5721-2) □R1CH, BODDY AND HIS BAND Wioenvold (CD WNRD 2265) □ ROCERS, KENNY FOR TUL GOOD TIMES Ntwaind 2000 (CD NST 103) □ SHaTON BROTHERS ROMPIN AND STOMPIN AROUND BACM (CD DACMCDO 010) □ SLOMAN, JOHN DARK MAI 1ER Cada (CD MAJCD 0071 □ SHI1EY BORNETTE CENTLE GENIUS Of COONTRY Mlle (CO CATTLE 203) MSNOWBLIND' NOV-I'I l'-!; I: F-'.. -I.li M;, I1 ;-.I I iJAFKLtlIOBSt I 11 III 1IFI I II , ,1 □ SPEARS, BILLIEJO FAKE A WELODY Navsound 2000 (CD NSI 0441 □ STARR, EDWIN EDWIN SFARR Musdunk (CO APWCO119-11 □ SURCIN ELECTRIC NIGIIIS Waplic R«klCD MAJCO 001) □ IERRY, SONNY BlflWIN THE FUSES CdalablK (CO COL 5198-21 □TEX, JOE GOLDEN CLASSICS Mtelalibs (CD COL 5451-21 □ THRILLER 0 THRILLER I) WikM (CO RFCD 0051 □ T10ERTAILZ ORIGINAL SINS Majestic Rock (CD MAJCO 0041 □TOBRUK WIU) ON THE RUN Maplic Rock (CD MAJCD œil □ TRAVERS, PAT IFLAI IN IHE STREn Maplic Rock (CD MAJCD 0201 JOE BLUES CAEE PRESENTS Bkes Me (CD SS25222I 



Albums listedthis week: 223 
Yearto date: 11,262 
Singles listedthis week: 120 
Yeafto date: 5,745 

Records released 20.11.04 

jtt D1N0 OIRO VALENIE Cheny Red ,005 ABSOLUTG DAKCC UAE (CO ULT 40332) MA, DUS 1HE ONLY LINE DANCING ALBUM YOU WILL EVER NEEO Ncwsomd 2000 (CO NSI 038) MA( - ESSEMTIAl DANCE Ultimale (CO ULT 40322) BEST OF UNE 0ANCE63laxy{C03893432) m DUS GREAT VOCAUSTS tevsound (CD NSTBX 505) 

□WILLIAMS. BIG JOE BLUES CATE PRESENTS Blues Caîe (CD 3825212) □WILUAMS, CLAUDE MY SILENT LOVE Black 6 Blue (CDB8901) □WILLIAMS, CODHE MY SILENT LOVE Black & Blu? (CO BB 9012) •Q WILUS, CHUCK STOP DOWN BABY. LET YOUR DAODY SE£ 0 □WILSON, GLEN BinERSV/EO Sunnysa-MCOSSC 1087) □ WILSON. TEDDY1HREE UTILE WOROS BLïk 4 Bbc (CO BB □ WINDING. KAIBONE APPETIT Black & Bluo (CD BB 9552) QWITKERSPOON, JIMMY THE DEFINITIVE Black&BlwtCD 
□ WOOLEY, SHEB TEXAS TANGO BACM (CD BACMCOD 090) 

VARIOUS THE SONGS THAT OYLAN LOVED Chrome Oreains (CD COCO VARIOUS JACK P0NT1 PRESENTS VOL l Majcslic (CD MAJCO 00?) 
VARIOUS 60 COUNT RY NO. 1HII5 Galaxy (CD 389368?) 
VARIOUS COUNIRY CHARTBUSTERS Rxevw Gold (CD FG167) 

—  TDS, THE ERIC SLOW HAND CLAPTON Charly (LP 300012» □ YOUNG. MIGHTY JOE BLUESY JOSEPHINE Black & Elue (CO BB 4422) "'"CEL BLUES AND BOUNCE Black 4 B'ne (CO BB 1102) 

YORK ROMANCE Sunnysde (CO SSC1067) 

Singles 
DANCE □ StTC SHOÎS FROM THE HIP VOL 4/T6A White (12" STH 004} □ SVUS FflKCT ARSE/IBA Père (12" TPI 002) □AWES0ME3 DONT aVTBA XLnrXLXV 1510) □BUimSH BEDITOO lOHOFTO Eleclric Music People (12- tMP OOÎ 

□M83 A CUITAS ANO A HEART/IBJ Ubeb UK 02 816660061 □ MAKIMO RARK THE COASTIS AIWAYS CHANGINWIBA Vlnf (T 7WAP183) ■ MCFADDEN, BRIAN IRISH SONFTBA l.taiesl (CD 6754871 CD 675)8721 toWPop 
RodDPop 

Various Disco Demand's Solid Soul Sensations (CASTLE CMQCO1011) | Disco Demand astheUKs I first dedicated 1 Northern Soul | label and Solid ul Sensations impiled by Dave McAleer and lan Levine - was a big success for released 30 years ago. Then, it comprised 16 tracks from the Scepter, Wand and Musicor " bels, but for the CD era it is expandcd by a further 10, which are grafted onto the end with no discemible interruption to the flow. Bristling with perky vignettes from the likes of Maxine att, the Shirelles, Patti Jo and the Masqueraders, it remains a minai sélection of superior soul. 
Imagination (TT's GLAMCD 19)/Time And Again - The Private Stock Collection (CASTLE CMDDD1016) After registerin) 11 major hits in ■ SIAUIS QUO TraNKlNG OF TOU Uniiwsal TV ICO 9325821 CD 9825822 7-98258231 

O WIUJAMS, ROBBIE BADIOTEA dliïsate (CD C0CHS5156 ir IPM 302) ROCK □ ASIDRIAISLANDS TARE THE SIRAIN InddtnUI (CD IRAI 002) ■ BEAT DP MESSEO UROBA Fanlaslic Plastic (CO FPS 7043 T" FP 7043 rfP 7043X1 □ BROWN, SCOTT LETSALEGET DÛV7N7TBA EreWori Plus OT PUIS 16) 
□OEVILFISH DEAD ORALIVE/TBA lirai) 02" INVEN1003) □DJ ROCCA MADE IN 1TAIY EPABA Rinctioml Breah 02' )B 03 □OJ SNEAK HOUSEKEEPIN/TBA MagneOc OT ZMAC12C0I □miB DISASTER SAUSAGE DIRABA Avatadie M" AVAL 07) □SUIS 0 TOOK MY 1DVE AWAY/TBA XL (12- XLXV1507) □ FREAKS CBFEPS REMIXE^TBA Aaili 02' A2NY1911 □FRENCH, NICKI1SURBEKOER/TBA Rumour ICO TRIADMCD 00 □FREO HASTY PUNKADELIC/TBA Skinl 02- SKINT 98) 

□ HAMMERLOCK COMPROMISE IS FOR COWAROS Strel Cage ICO SCR 034) QHEUSTOMPER THE REAL HILIBIUY MOIDERfUCKER Steel Cage (CO SCR 035) □JABBERSTHE AMERICAN STANDARD Sleel Cage (CO SCR 037) 

  □ JOSS, CHRIS DfSCOÎHEOOE DANCING/TBA ESL 02' ESL 080) WTI □ KANOPSS0S7IBA679(12-67910867) t" □KENNEDY, CARL THE LOVE YDU BR1NG ME/TBA/1BA7TBA/TBA/TBA/TBA/TBAFTBA Steallh n2"SIEAlTH19) AD[ 
□XENSHYRO REMEMBER THE SUMMER/TBA Map 02- 

□SCARAMANCA SIX THE WE RODE THE ST0RM7TBA V.-ralh (CD WRATHCO 22) S □ SPEKTOR, REGINA VOUR HONOUR AND THE R0\VERS7lBA SHoplile, (T" SLRV 003) F □ STUFTY V7HERES THE CAPTA1NABA Wraîli (CO WRATHCO 241 S O THONDERI LOVE YOU MORE THAN ROCK N ROU/TBA SIC (CD SIC 20043 CO SIC 20014 
Q TOKYO EXPLODE ROCKER BQYFRIENÛTIBA Rre [CD I11A2ECD B5) F □WAXWINGS,THE STEAOV AS STARUGHl/TBA U»g (T LOOG 005) S Q X1S LOADED RACKETEER/TEIA Tlinll To KÎD (7* TIK 00 S 

QMASTABU)SIAHUCHBETTER/TBABCDnrBCD025) ^ □ UCCORMACX CHRIS SKYLINE/TBA/TBA/TBATTBA/TBA/FBATIBA/TBA FEtt (12* SEEALIH19) AB UMIKAH ENIER DUS )0V£ Propuliion 02' PRP 0051 ™ 
DMONOIOG VENEN07TBA Tende, Productions O? BAH OISEP) Jj" UMOVING UNDS AVAILABLE/T8A Palm Beat (T RX 78O07I) ^ □MULA DO YOU REMEMBER IHAT KICHT7/IBA SP Mus* Lld KT SPMUS1C1202) AO □ NEVE TAXE VOUR TIME7TBA Pure uk (12' PUREUK12002) □ NO TECH AIL STARS VARIOUSTO) Nptcdl (ir KOIICH 002) □WMAnCUAR0DMES/TBAXin2-XlXVlS081 'd U PR0D1GY CHARLY7TBA XL (12- XIXV1506) j'1 QPRYDASPOOKSmiAPrûprfeionIB-PRYUAOœ) UOURSION ATIXAO lON/TBA lange (12* LANGE 005) URAL MARK REACH OUI TOME/TBA Grand Central (12'GC1B8) 

S^SJONYMROBUQUEABASssn,.»,,™  UTWISTED FUNK G1VE ME THE lOVE/TBA Kinky Végl OR" KINK 25) Amas/TBA toTOU, (CJ qo 12' OUMAT 90) 
m  MUSICK 03/TBA Iment 02' STRIKE 52) U WI1S0H, AU VOODOOTBA Newale (12' VCRN 004) H ™55î UKE A DREAM7TBA 0,te 112' CR 069) U TUCE), meut ESIRAHGEDTTBA Plaslica ( ir DPFT 0321 OTHER □IREE DESIGN,THE REDESIGNEO VOL 2 Ughl lu Die 611* (12' UTA12004) POP 

Is Your Music Being Heard? 
pre vu 

M KNOWLEDGE EVERYONE HAVE THEIR W0RKS7TBA Troian HO' TJHTE 021) □ PABIO, AUGUSTUS AOUARIUS ROCK/TBA Piesaire Sounds (T PSS 007) 

□AU. RELU HûT UPS.'TBA One liltie Indian (7' 434 TP7) S JfSarafT. THE 00 YOU TH1NK YOtfRE M0V1N ON? Dehasaw; idu i ■ WACK KEYS.THE G1RL IS ON MY M1NC/TBA Epilaph (T 11847) 

URBAN DCOMMON SENSE IUSEOTOLOVEHER/TBA Reîatr.ity (12* 6U209) □ COPPERPOT, CHESTER CHAPTER 7 VERSE/TBA EV 02' EVP 009) □ DE LA SOUL ROCK CO KAKC FLCWTBA Studio Oistnbulon (12* 12SVH 50) □DJ HOLLYWOOD HOU.YWOOOS WORLIYTBA Tuff City (l?* TUF 128084) □EPMD GIVc THE PEOPLE/TBA Oef Jan (12" 447378322) □HAIKU D'ETAT MIKE AARON AND EDD1E/TBA Oeccn (12' OC 014) □HEZEKIAH VOU EP/TBA Trockleam (IT TRK004) □ JAMOSE DANCE TO THE MEGABLAST/TBA Wild Pitch (12- WP1013) TAI101 TDvnP.AfTRù IdKvinriPHRfi 14rOMCSIO40390) 
□ BOWNESS, T1M SLEEPWALKER/TBA Oiie liltte Indian (CO 454 TP7C0) ■BUSTED SUE WANTS TO RE MF/IRA Idind (CD MCSTO 40387) 

IN AMEL^/^ to^l)rade0)RTRADSCO197 T ^T^?.î^w*34) SÎS)01 "OOE EIUOYIHE SIIENCE/TBA IMtICO COSOSG 34 CO ICMONO 3412 12B0Mi« ■ «RI ride n/)BA [rmocent (CO SINCO 69 CD S1NDX 6912" SINE M) 

rs with 

Mickie Mosl's Rak label, Mud struck out on their own and signed for Private Stock in 1975, but their chart career at their new home lasted barely a year and after tour more hits they disappeared from the charts forever. Their Use Your magination album comprised largely self-penned but slighlly below-par material like L'L'Lucy and Show Me YouTe A Woman and was not vcry successful. It has a period charm, however, and reappears here fleshed out wilh a couple of bonus tracks - bu 
asthem atthe 

songs with an early but assured Trevor Horn production iniused with Anne Dudleys arrange- ments. The resuit was an artistic triumph that spun off four slunning hit singles - Poison Arrow, Tears Are Not Enough, The Look Of Love and AU Of My Heait, For this deluxe édition, the album's 10 original tracks are supplemented by a further 21 12-inch mises, démos and live recordings and are accompanied by a 32-page booklet, including a lengthy essay about the album. OveraU, a marvellous package, though - «itli the exception of a ouple of the 12-inch mises - the 
league as tlie original album. 
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It has already been number one in the 
download chart, but that does not stop The Officiai UK 
U2's Vertigo going straight to the top in 
physical sales 

U£ 

go DIZZEE RASCAl DREAM XLWTHD 21 1 | ÎJO JINCLES W1ND THE BOBB1N UP jo jrf« (IKB 3:2 KAISER CHIEFS1PREDICT A RIOT 8 tv/tHE) 4 O THEDEARSLOSTINTHEPIÛT eauotmir, ?! 4 THE LIBERTINES WHAT BECAME OF THE UKELY LADS RoughTradctP) 6;| 5 MYLO DROP THE PRESSURE BrcaslJedlP) 7© ECHELON PLUS t&mn 81 3 j THE STROKES THE END HAS NO END Rouoli Trc-de (P) 9 7 ; THE NOISE NEXT DOOR LOCK UP VA DAUGHTERS/MINISTRY OF MAI 'HEM UsiThemfVTTHD 10 10 s 1 | | Soulhc-m fried (V/THE) U.OI ! ED RUSH & OPTICAL REM1XES - VOL 2 Wuv (0 12 8 ESTELLE FRtE mm?) 13 O MARK LANEGANHll THE CfTY Bïogan Banijuc! (V/TH[) MO î BRICHT EYES TAKE1T EAS'i' (LOVE NOTHING) wi'. (V/ihd 15 13) STONEBRIDCE FEAT. THERESE PUT EM HICH Hed km (PJ 16©! BRIGHT EYES LUA Saddk-^m 17 6 ! BLOC PARTY HEUCOPTER WktiUn^THE} 18 15 j MORRISSEY LET ME KISS YOU AtodcCP) 19 Oi ERIC PRYDZ & STEVE ANGELLO V/OZ NOT WOZ C7,™ 

A •M/ /P 
VMSSMÊMÛ'JM tMmm*, 

2 : 2 DESTINY'S CH1LD ÎH 
3 1 2 •M • T [ 
4 r BLUE j , , r 
5 USHER CONFESSIONS PART il'/MYBOO ia 
6 2 CHRISTINA AGUILËRA & MISSY ELL10TT CAR WASH 
7 3 2 j^EYSPE^SMYPREROCAir/E n, 
8 8 9 ERIC PRYDZ . 1E ^ ] OMOmm 
9 w DEL1 GOÔD EIM OF THE BLUE 
10 . WIELIA 
11 3 JA ROLE FEAT R KELLY & ASHANTl vvi H'!l"FMIL 
12 £ r VYOUSTOODUP 
13 h- MICHAEL GRAY THE WEEKEND 
14 DIZZEE RASCAL DREAM 
15 10 c KHIAMV îlFCil M / FACk {LICI IT) 
16 EYE OPENER 1 M H -V L\i> 
17 >3 4 KEL1 FE T   AIRE 
18 NAS ( THE GAP 
19 STER10GRAM MIMi i'H T 1. I, 
20 f JAMIE CULLUM EVERLASTING LOVE 
21 JAYJEAN clen 
22 15 * R KELLY HAPPY PEOPLE/U SAVED ME (R Kelly) Zomba/R Kelly (R KeDy) Jm 82876656182 (ARV) 23 .2 3 DANIEL BEDINGFIELD NOTHING HURTS LIKE LOVE (Puig/Bedingrield) EMI/Realsonqs (VVjmn) Pol.iior 9868820 (U) 24 19 7 DEEP DISH FLASHDANCE ^ 
25 3 DANZEL PUMP IT UP 
26 || 5 DUNCAN JAMES & KEEDIE l BELIEVE MY HEART 
27 18 DANNI1 MINOCUE VSFLOWERPOWER . H T.' ilT f-P. 1 1 .A|V.iiTî.: 
28 TWISTA FEAT. R KELLY SO SEXY 
29 MASE WjgQME BAÇK/BREATHE STRETCH SHAKE 
30 25 2 TYLER JAMES WHY DOIDO 
31 / THE FINN BROTHERSu THIM. AT"! ÙMH I 
32 20 2 ELTONJOHN AIL THAT TM ALLOWED (FM THANKFUL) 
33 M 

2 WLIWLIWbl 'il 
34 21 2 JO JINCLES WIND THE BOBBIN UP 
35 2B 7 ■ HLbb S11VIP - (, IECES OF ME 
36 31 ANGEL CITY DO YOU KNOW (I GO CRAZY) 
37 ! [ i WILL1A • RADIO 
38 THE NOISE NEXT DOOR h" 1 ME HMI'.iMk ■ EPIIP IE, 'TE 'A. i HFM 

s 
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Singles Chart 
Asuseilby Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

'W 35 5 RÔOSTÉR COlVl É GEÎ SOM E ' 
40 RACHELSTEVENSivKiFL MORE MORE 
41 )EF CHE M il. 1 ÈNCE04 1 - 
42 as 2 CANDEEJAY BACK FOR ME 
43 J f PRINCE CINNAMON G1RL 
44 3, LUCIE SILVAS i YOU'RE MADE OF 
45 26 THE LIBERTINES WHAF BECAME OF THE LIKELY LADS 
46 34 CHINGY BALLA BABY 
47 40 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY 
48 GOLDIE LOOK IN CHAIN YOUR MOTHER'S GOT A PENIS 
49 É THE DEARS LOST IN THE PLOT 
50 42 * BRANDY 'RilLi . 
51 22 2 KAISER CHIEFS 1 PREDICT A RIOT 
52 M LCD as 3. i 1 ■! 
53 *■. TINA TURNER OPEN ARMS 
54 48 GIRLS ALOUD LOVE MACHINE 
55 4! D1RIUS > 
56 46 4 MYLO DROP THE PRESSURE t.,. JE,L „ .n 
57 j r ECHELON PLUS. ^«csoœcon 
58 30F 01INDBABYCAKES® 
59 * 7 THE TROKES 1 

60 33 3 GRAHAM COXON FREAKIN' OUT/ALL OVER ME ^ 
61 44 LILTLIP SUNSHINE  ^«.cwtop 
62 32 7 GEORGE MICHAEL R1 UNO HERE 
63 62 10 BRIAN MCFADDEN REAL TO ME «mm 
64 47 6 CHRISTINA M1LIAN FEAT JOE BUDDEN . ■ iF.\El i . :.l 
65 £ r HOÙSE )FPAIN 1 ■ .rtM 
66 ESTELLE FREE ^ i 67 l " 7 RONAN KEATINGI HOPEYOU DANCÉ ^ 
68 1 43 3 (INGS ( LEO! UCKhl 
69 ii r ED RUSH & 0PT1CAL T "Mi 
70 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD THESE WORDS ^ ; ^ 
71 i 66 u ARMAND VAN HELDEN Mv MY MY   „ 
/2 1 56 u JELLY 
/3 !63 6 Dj CASPER FÉAT. THÈ GAP BAND OOPS UPSIDEJ/OUR^HEAD^^^ 
74 1 71 7 THE TRE ' i 1IGHÎS _ ^   

"75" p MANTC STREET PREACHERS 1 HE LOVE OF RICHARD NIXUN^^^ 
«Sak,. ■ Si„i .5M ■ Highest Nf*.v Enlry ® Pblinxn (600.000) ® SAw (200000) 

song thus equafe UrcïïâmâlT 

WfWJUAPYOUSWlBGS PIUS57 PUMPTWPa "iSOGAIM! RADIO 37 
WElCOMEBACWKEÀnE 

□ > U2VERTIG0 L'iarxf 2:0 EM1NEM JUSTLOSEIT 3; 6 GWEN STEFANIWHAT U WAITING 4 4:0 WESTUFE A1NT THAT A KICK IN THE HEAD s 51 5 6 ' 2 DESTINY'S CHILD LOSE MY BREATH ccAr*« 
7 14 DANIEL BEDINGFIELD N0TH1NG HURTS UKE LOVE ^ 8; 4 GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT 9! 10 KELIS FEAT. ANDRE 3000 MILLIONAIRE v^i 10:O USHER MY BOO Arisb ni 7 CHRISTINA AGUILERA FEAT. MISSY ELLIOTT CAR WASH r^rv 12;9 SCISSOR SISTERS MARY pcô,^ D 8 MAROON 5 SHE WILL BE LOVED 14 11 NATASHA BEDINGFIELD THESE WORDS Pb«wj«c 15 13 STERIOGRAM WALKÏE TALK1E MAN Ca;,:d 16 o BRITNEYSPEARSMY PREROGATIVE 1710 K1NGS0FLEON THE BUCKET HandMeto» 18! 18 KHIA MY NECK, MY BACK (LICK IT) Drcusi W1© BOOSTER C0ME CET S0ME 20|© NELLY TILT YA HEAD BACK itemi 

MICHAEL ORAY THE WEEKEND c,t MYLO DROP THE PRESSURE erasiwn ED RUSH & OPTICAL REMIXES - VOL 2 \,*m DEEP DISH FLASHDANCE teta® SOUL CENTRAL STRINGSOF LIFE WKWWIHB ERIC PRYDZ CALL ON ME oœcn DEAD PREZ HIP HOP Encnwi FABIO & PHOTEK/PHOTEK NO J0KE/8ALT1M0RE PMi (SROI 
h 9 ARMAND VAN HELDEN MY MY MY SaitonfndWiœ f? 10 T0MVEK1FY0UWANT toTmbwne SCISSOR SISTERS COMFORTABLY NUMB M 12 KHIA MY NECK MY BACK (UCK IT) Dmwm» 13 CALIBRE BLUET0P/GEM1NI impmiKiMi, 14 SOURCEFEATUR1NGCANDISTATONYOUGOTTHELOVE ZKUvrt ( 1 15 EYE OPENER HUNGRY EYES si M* n. v.wj isœ w 16 MIAGALANG aMno 17 SHAPESHIFTERS LOLAS THEME ton.i cO 18 E-Z ROLLERS DUST/RHYME & PUNISHMENT kmh Stetofisoi 
1 19 DANNIIMINOGUE VS FLOWER POWER YOU WONT FORGET ABOUT ME SATO IAJB LO X, ■ 20 KRIS KROSS JUMP C^HTOtl < 

USHER CONFESSIONS PART ll/MY BOO Jfl ROLE FEAT. R KELLY & ASHANTIWONDERFUL CHRISTIRA AGU1LERA & MISSY aUPH CAR WASH 
D1ZZEE RASCAL DREAM NASBRIDGINGTHE GAP KEL1S FEAT. ANDRE 3000 MILLIONAIRE JAY SEAN STOLEN TW1STA FEAT. R KELLY SO SEXY MASE WELCOME BACK/BREATHE STRETCH SHAKE R KELLY HAPPY PEOPLE/U SAVED ME PRINCE CINNAMON CdRl BRANDY AFR0D1SIAC 
HÛUSE OF PAIN JUMPAROUND CHR1STINA M1L1AN FEAT. JOE BUDDEN WHATB'ER U V.'ANT 
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channel 4 would like to congratulate the winners & 
thank everyone involved in uk music hall of famé; 
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C4i 
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Hackney Empire 
Océan 
Sony Walkman 
Ail the artiste, contributors, 

1 steering group and 
record companies. 

every friday from midnight on channel 4 

Corning soon... 
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and more... 
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